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County races unfolding;
more candidates filing

Murray State goes to OT
before knocking off YSU

See story on page 2

See story on page 8

Local students venture
outside the classroom
*,

See story on page 2
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News In Brief
Army's trusty Colt .45 since 1911
being replaced by Italian Beretta
WASHINGTON (AP)- The Army is about gi replace the Colt
.45, the GI's trusty sidearm since 1911, with a 9mm pistol.
Despite an on-going legal--dispute;-the Army aithounced Monday that,the 9mm pistol made by the Beretta U.S.A. Corp. had
won a contest to replace the venerable Celt. "
The Army, acting as the executive agent for all the military
services, said it hoped to sign a contract -With Beretta U..S.A.
within a Month. Beretta U.S.A., a subsidiary of Beretta of Italy,
will be asked to provide almost 316,0009mm pistols over the next
five years for an estimated $56.4 million, the Army said.
According to the Army, the -Beretta was selected after a
"thOrough test end evaluation of eight candidate weapons" - all
9mm.. pistols.

Elsewhere...
By The Moedalied Press

WASHINGTON - In the first test of allied unity following
U.S.-Soviet arms talks in Geneva,President Reagan has failed to
win a commitment from a hesitant West European ally, Belgium,
on moving forward this spring with deploymentof a new generation of nuclear missiles.
CHICAGO - Tenderness and touching go a long y - in fact,
they're better than going all the way, according to a sampling of
American women conducted by columnist Ann Landers. Seventytwo percent of the women responding to a query by Miss Landers
declared themselves willing to forgo intercourse for -affection,
she said.
ANCHORAGE, Alaska - When clfarter pilot Keith Newstrom
and his four passengers flew into the Alaska wilderness and
vanished, they set off a long but fruitless search. Newstrom's
plane is one of 56 aircraft that have disappeared in Alaska
without a trace since 1947.
•
JERUSALEM - The Israeli government's decision to cut its
losses in Lebanon after 31 months of costly warfare and bitter occupation represents a political victory for Prime Minister Peres.
But questions remain.
LONDON - The Conservative government of Prime Minister
Margaret Thatcher has taken a beating in British newspapers for
the crisis over the British pound. The government has pughed up
interest-rates but the move failed to stop the currency's record
fall.
WASHINGTON - Top Hciuse Republicans are shunning a
Senate GOP plan to freeze Social Security benefits, claiming a
"congressional mandate" for so harsh a step seems unlikely this
year, especially with continued economic growth.
HARRISBURG, Pa. - A dissonant opera of cackling geese,
crowing roosters and testy ieghorns sounded good to Bruno Bortner. a judge at the-69th Pennsylvania State Farm Show here. It
meant the return of live poultry to the annual fair following a
devastating avian flu outbreak that forced the destruction of
more than 15 million turkeys and chickens in Pennsylvania. PARIS- Four Frenchmen convicted of trying to export banned equipment from the United States to the Soviet Union have
been sentenced to prison terms. The attempt to export equipment
of possible use in missile guidance was foiled by U.S. Customs officials at New York's John F. Kennedy International Airport in
December 1981. The equipment was said to be worth morethan $2
million.
NAIROBI, Kenya - Ethiopia says a pact to sell livestock to
Egypt was an "agreement in principle- and it has not contracted
to export food at a time when 7.75 million of its people are suffering from hunger.
WASHINGTON - The Defense Department plans to sell 779
Patriot guided missiles to West Germany for $1.1 billion, if congress does not object and West Germany accepts the terms. The
Pentagon. advising Congress of its plans Monday, said the sale
would improve Germany's military capabilities while "enhancing the defense of the Western Alliance." It alsii-said "the basic
military balance in the region" would not be affected.
Today in History
Today_ is. Tuesday, Jan. 15, the 15th day of-1985-There are 350
days left in the year.
. Today's highlight in history: On Jan. 15. 1929. -civil rights .
leader Martin Luther King Jr. was born in Atlanta.
--Today's birthdays: Actor Lloyd Bridges is 72. The Archbishop.
of New York, John J. O'Connor, is 65. Actress Margaret O'Brien
Actress-singer Charo is 34.
•• •
••
Thought for today: "Shallow understanding from people of
good will is more frustrating than absolute misunderstanding
from, people of ill
- Dr. Martin_ Luther, King Junini(1929-19681.
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A vital link to waterways of mid-America

First commercial tow enters
Tenn-Tom's man-made area
ALICEVILLE, • Ala. (AP) Barges filled with petroleum
products moved through the
man-made sections of the
Tennessee-Tombigbee Waterway today, continuing an inaugural run up the newly opened
234-mlle navigation route.
A Memphis, Tenn.,firm, Waxier Towing Co., is handling the
cargo with the company's
owners stopping at towns and
cities along the waterway and
picking up honors for their
historic trip.
Twin businessmen, Billy and
Eddie Waxier, were made
honorary mayors of Demopolis
on Monday as their vessel
became the first commercial
tow. to enter the system of TennTom locks and dams extending
into Mississippi.
•
At a ceremony complete with
=hie from a high school marching band and speeches, U.S.
Rep. Tom Bevill of Jasper, Ala.,

said, "The entire nation wilt
benefit from this project."
Bevill, a Democrat, is • a longtime supporter of the $2 billion
federal project which was 14
years in construction.
Bevill predicted the waterway, which provides a shortcut
for barge traffic between the
mid-East region and the Gulf of
Mexico, will create 135,000 jobs
by the end of the century.
The waterway required Duge
excavations, dredging and construction mostly in the 234-m1le.
stretth with its string of locks
and dams from Demopolia to the
Pickwick Lake area near the tristate corner of Alabama,
Mississippi and Tennessee.
The tow's itinerary Monday
included stops at Epes in Sumter
County and the Gainesville Lock
and Dam, where construction
began in-1102 at the start of the
waterway project.
The shipment was scheduled

to arrive at the Aliceville Lock
and Dam in Pickens County today before heading to the Columbus Lock and Dam, its inaugural stop in Mississippi. It is
to reach Sheffield. Ala., the final
stop, on Thursday.
."We've always said
Demopolis was going to be the
important hub and today that
day," sti
oitcl_ii
itJ
it Rep. Richard
Shelby
aloosa at Monday's ceremony.
The Waxiers, who run Waxier
Towing Co. Inc. of _Memphis,
won a drawing to be the first
commercial tow to navigate the
Tenn-Tom. They said it will cut
their normal route along the
Mississippi River by -nearly half
and save in fuel costs. •
-The people will have to
realize that they have a cheap
form of transportation that
they've never seen before," said
Eddie Waxier. "It's going to put
people to work."
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Walter A. Johnson, who has
operated the Demopolis Lock for
n years, said the Demopolis
lock can handle only.. eight
barges at a time.
Z.C. Enix, a Murray
businessman„ was recently
elected vice-chairman of the
Authority to serve with Kentucky Governor MarthaLayne
Collins, the chairperson.

Business seen as vital to education
-

BY KEVIN BOWDEN
staff writer
A consensus of agreement that
reforms in education in public
schools are greatly needed- in
Kentucky prompted the formation of the Prichard Committee,
which in turn scheduled Town
Forums across the state in
November 1984.•_ The success of
those Town Forums, one of
which was held in Murray and
was attended by more than 3-00
focal. residents, prompted a second, phase in the committee's
efforts to create local interest in
improved education.
Monday night, in the Curris
Center, Prichard Committee
representatives Bob Sexton and
Scottie Kenkel met with more
than 30 local residents to discuss
education.
The meeting was the first of
eight meetingawhich have been
scheduled statewide.
"What we'd like to see is a
continuing viable group." said
Kenkel. Following last night's
meeting, several of the 30 people
who attended formed a committee which will continue to meet
and discuss ideas on how to improve public education, locally.
The idea that business should
have a greater role in public

Names for
open court
drawn here
Residents to report
at Miller Courthouse
Annex February 4 -
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Bob Sexton, a representative of the Prichard Committee, discusses education at a meeting Monday
flight.
%tat phmo to% ke,1.1 Bouden
education was one of the main County.
concerns discussed during the:
"Business is the key," was
meeting, which was attended by
voiced by one man. The sentirepresentatives of local service
ment was echoed by nearly all organizations, churches,schoolg !rinse in attendance at the
and the residents of Calloway_ meeting.
The following names were
drawn in open court and are
summonsed to report for jury
duty in the Calloway Circuit
Court on Monday. February 4.
1985 at 9 a.m. in the Miller Courthouse Annex, 201 South 4th. St.
Murray, Ky.• Richard Adams, Jesse Bailey,
Cecil Baker, Peggy Colson
Bazzell, Alice R. Bell,: Eulala
Lovins Boyd. Joe Ryan Cooper,-Marjorie Shroat Dunn, Ronalc14Holmes Dunn, Dlitvid Lee
Durham, Patsy RowlanADyer,
'Robert Larry
Mark Etherton. Gary Ralph

•

Evans, Ronald Lee Fox, Gene
Jensen Garfield, Dana Weylin
Gish, _Ansel Edward Griffin,
Owen Hensoff Hale.,Ann Barber
Hays, Van Haverstoek.
Joyce Cooper Houston, Shirley
Hays Hughes, James Everett
Rbghes, Iiita 'Hutson. Jinuny
Dale Irby, Linda Welborn Kelly.
Emma Irene Knight, Thelma C.
Lewis. Robert Cecil Like,
Lemon Joseph Lovett, John
Dewey Lovina Elizabeth Ellen
Mahan. John Richard Mahan,
Pamela Clark Mavity, Douglas
Brown McCann, Terry Steve
McCuiston.

"I think the first thing we have
to aecide is to organize a local
organization." said Jo Crass.
Crass; during the latter part of
_f-Cont'd on page 2) -

Johnny Dexter McDougal,
Bobbie Douglas McDowell. Ronnie Neul. 'McNutt, Jean Ann
Outland, Herschel kughes Pace,
Bessie Thurmond Parker, Ethel
Mae Paschall. Carolyn Ruth
Paschall. Irene Postorit,Charles
_Edward'Roach. Gerald Duane
Rule, Melissia Ann Sledd.
Elizabeth Joann Schroader,
Eunice Hatfield Shendock,
James Sylvester Tipton, Kathy
Kyle Wade. Johnny Gus
Walston, James Hallet Waters,
Roy Albert Weatherly, Dolphus
James Wilson, Alin° Vinita
Winters, James Michael Sykes:

Paducah plant in on deal
Today: Mostly sunny and
cold. High in the upper 20s.
Northwest -wind at '5 to 15
• mph.
Tonight: Clear and very
cold. Low in the upper teens.
Light Southeast wind.
Wednesday: Increasing
"-cloudiness Orra 30 percent
- chance of rain- or snow. High
-in tin mid 30s. Light south
wind.
LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky Lake: .
Barkley - Lake . "

TVA, DOE agree on Oak Ridge cuts
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. 4AP) *The Tennessee Valley Authority
.and the Energy 'Department
have reached an agreement to
provide cheaper_nows. to an
trichment
Oak Ridge untniunt-el• plant in -dangei-Of-deing shut
down because it is -too expensive
to run.
The agreement, to be discuss. ed at a TVA board of _directors
meeting Wednesday, will • cut
. electric bilTs at.the Oak Ridge,
Gaseous Diffusion Plant by $1

any eft:kir-ail-me uecision about
DOE has said that one of its
which plant to shut down." Jim
three .
- uranium enrichment,
Hall. deputy assistant manager
may have to be closed
plants
'But while the plant may -save
oT. Di* enriching operations.
because of the decrease in de$7 million between February, said this week.mand for nuclear fuel. The Oak
and September. DOE still will
The other plants are in PortRidge plant often has been cited
.4.,.
rstirfWn,
$325
-'-about
pay
leffforith, Ohio. and Paducah, Ky. as the probable choice.
this year to provide power to the
The Paducah plant also-may use
-DOE officials have -blamed :
facility, where uranitim-la ,proTVA's energy-Saving arrangeTVA•for making the plant too exceseed for use in nuclear reactor
ment. TVA officials said.
pensive to run by insisting that t
fuel.
-.. •
.Under the plan, the two plants, previous contracts be honored. •
"1 dan't want to say ithe sav- could---e--costs by using --elec- - , DOE 'pays millions-of dollars to
ings I won't be considered:but it. trielty at night and on weekend, •TVA for- electrici ty' it doesn't '
is speculative to say it will have and holidays
use.

million-a month. a DOE official
said.
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County's races begin to unfold
as candidates file for the offices

•••.-

'

•

A two-way race for at least
two county offices was created
this week as two candidates filed
Their names to challenge incumbents for their positions.
The filings have created a twoway race for sheriff — Johnny
Rickman to face incumbent
David
-- and county
attorney — Don Jones to face incumbent Max Parker.
•
Mac Fitts was the only candida.te who had filed for county
clerk, the county clerk's office
-reported Tuesday.
On Monday, according to the

lialentine.

clerk's office, Johnny Rickman,
51, filed for sheriff on the
Democratic ticket. It is the first
time Rickman has filed for the
position.
Rickman and his brother,
Hayden Rickman, formerly
owned and operated the College
Strop,- Granny's Por-ch
restaurant and also founded the
former Murray Tuxedo Rental.
Rickman is currently employed
as - a salesman in the men's
departgkent at J.C. Penney.
Speaking about his reasons for
seeking the job as sheriff,

Don Jones

Fine-free days offered by
Calloway County Library

•
_.
Calloway County Publit
negligent in returning their
Librar3,- will offer three fine-free
books she further stated.
days in order to aid in the return
After a book is overdue one
of overdue books.
week the library staff calls the
Friday. January IS: Saturday.
patron to remind them; when the
,January 19: and Sunday,
book is one month overdue,
,January' 20 are the . days
patrons are.notified agaih. If the
• designated for persons to return
overdue book is not returned imtheir oi:erdue library materials
mediately. the patron is again
either by using the outside book.
contacted and advised of the next
_depository or by rettUming them
proceeding'which is to turn the
to the Circulation Desk. 'matter over to the County AtVets-a Maupin stated,that_thts
torney. Thisproceciuge4tiOe.tut
.spect#I•eamitiOittioil41/0'• fir:0044a
order to. help those•-persons who
the cooperation of city and counhad difficulty driving in the rety officials.
•
cent bad weather and the return"OUr primary concern is that
ing students and faculty. "We
books be returned so that they
hope this public announcement
are accessible to all who wish to
will also serve as a reminder to
borrow them," stated Margaret
those persons who have just been
Trevathan.

Rickman explained, "I've got a
plan I'd like to see put in office.
I've got my ideas about where
the sheriff's office should be."
Rickman declined to
elaborate, but did say he intend-,
ed to run a "clean campaign."
"I'm goins to be very ag-4
gressive with facts and figures
and I also intend to work hard
and see as many people as I can
in person," added Rickman.
A two-way race for county attorney was created this week
when Murray attorney Donald
A. Jones, 43, filed for the position currently held by Max
Parker.
Jones is married to the.former
Mitzi Cook. The couple reside at
1501 Beckett Drive with their
'cilildren., Darren, 13 and Tara,7.
Jones has practiced locally
since 1968 and is currently practicing law with David 11. Harrington at 509 Main St.
Jones is licensed to practice
-lacy in--Kentucky and Kansas
after being admitted before all
state and federal cOurts in both
states. He is qualified to practice before the 6th Circuit Court
of Appeals and the 10th Circuit
Court of Appeals.
Jones' other qualifications include being a former associate
profesaor at MU and Kansas
State University, and serving as
a former city prosecutor for the
city of Murray. He is attorney
for the Calloway County School
District.
He is also the current president of the Calloway County Bar
Association, and is a member of
the Kentucky Bar Association,
Kentucky Trial Lawyers'
Association, American Trial
Lawyers' Association, Kentucky
Council of School Board Attorneys and the National School
Board Association.
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Above, Steve Lassiter and Brad Houston attempt to best Robert Arnold in a game of checkers.
Below,
Frances Cole Whittle shares a few thoughts with student Sara Bucy Friday afternoon.

Staff photos tn Kest,' Bowden

Local students venture outside
classroom to learn other things
•

By KEVIN BOWDEN
"We're going to visit again next week," said
Staff Writer
O'Rourke. "This is very rewarding," he added
Sometimes school work isn't all books and
as he watched his students interact with the
lectures. Sometimes, s.tudentS%Te-given the opelderly residents.
••
portunity to venture outside the classroom and
Students Steve Lassiter and Brad Houston
learn things that aren't taught in books or
spent their visit with Robert-Arnold, the lodge's
presented in classroom lectures.
resident checker champion. And although the
•
That opportunity was given to some 24
two students' visit was overshadowed by losing
students at Calloway Middle School last week
every game to Arnold, both admitted they lookas-they visited with residents of the Fern Tered forward to returning and even admitted they
race Lodge residence for the elderly.
. might return to the nursing home on their own
The visit was coordinated by administrators
time to visit.
at the facility arid teacher Peter O'Rourke.
"The people in charge (of Fern Terrace-)
Students were given 30 minutes, unsupervisseemed -to be impressed." said O'Rourke.
ed, to visit with the residents in conjunction
"We talked about the activities that go on
with a health careers class at the school.
here (at the nursing homer and some of the
Prior to the visit to the lodge, students learn-things they participate in," commented student
ed about the structure and administration inRachel Hammock about her visit with
volved in various tleakth•relatfld careers40,„4- , English,
, .
•
•
w
Some visits were marked- with small giftzlikFriday's visit to the residence for the elderly
changed between the students and lodge
gave the students a closer and more personal
, residents, while others were remembered only
view of such a facility.
by the memory of a brief visit.
''

.*

Convicted 'Fatal Vision' killer seeks
new trial; maintains innocence today

Johnny Rickman

By JOHN FLESHER
Associated Press Writer
RALEIGH, N.C. (AP) —
Former Green Beret doctor Jeffrey MacDonald, convicted of
murdering 'his pregnant wife
ati two daughters, deserves a

new trial because of newly
disclosed evidence and the confessions of two women, his
lawyers said.
U.S. District Judge Franklin
Dupree did not say when he
would rule on the motion for a

Nellie Lewis
Ma nage,

Ahik-, there conti.nues to be
much focus on women's. fashion
. _frames, the whole- categorymen s eyewearfashions is real- ly coming on strong.'
Glitrare the days.of dark, dull
color and humdrum fralne
shapes for men While the male
population does not . adapt to
fashion changes nearly as readily as women do. there are many
hew style ideas in men's frames
which are quickly catching on.
For instance: - designer eye
Xyling is very big, as it is in the
men's clothing area. Today•s
man may be a lot more versatile
in his ciothtng choices, combining more,casual attire into his
everyday wardrobe in keeping
with a more naiural.'personal'
• life-style adaptation
Variety in frame styling also
reflectstnis drith trig trend-. While-

Orr..

.traditional styling is still
available. - new trends are
towards-lighter-rotors, weights.
more sportier and stylized
shapes. Metals are still very big.
with the. difference being Altai
they come in a variety of colors
and 'cornbination plastic and
Metal styling In the lightweight
category, rimless frames are a
big hit with men and women
alike The hottest new fashion
item may be the "faceted"
frame for men, which has great
cosmetic advantages if your
prescription calls for thickness in
the lens.
Eye fashion consultations for
men, a part- of the special services available at Southern Optical. located at Olympic Plaza
Shopping Center. Highway 641
North. 753-0422.

goutiteut
Ogled

1/2 Price
On
Fall & Winter Clothes
For Men's Ladies Boys
•
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Both Locations
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Your real value in better vision.
Olympic Plaza Shopping Center Highway 641 North • 753-0122

Court Square
414 Main
•
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new trial.
The stabbing and bludgeoning
deaths of MacDonald's pregnant
wife., Colette, 26, and his
daughters, Kimberly, 5, and
Kristen, 2, were the subject of
the best-seller "Fatal Vision"
and a television mini-series based on the book.
MacDonald, who is serving
three life terms at a federal
prison in Bastrop, Texas, has
consistently maintained his innocence, claiming that four
drug-crazed hippies invaded his
Fort Bragg apartment Feb. 17,
1970. murdered his family,
wounded him and wrote the
word "PIG." in blood at the head
Of the MacDonalds' bed.

Education...

Men's Fashion Preview
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(Cont'd from page 1)
the meeting, joined several
others in the formation of a committee which will remain in
touch with the Prichard Committee and will meet, on a
per•iodicaLbasis.
''You can't talk about
(statewide) taxation until you
decide what you want to do,"
said Sexton. "It's a two-level
process."
In responding to a question
that a special session might be
called by the state legislature,
Sexton commented that he had
heard "comments on both
sides" and that the possibility of
a special session "is still very
much up in the air."
Sexton also explained that the
end result of the committee's
recommendations to the governor and the legislature would include a 12 year plan to reform
public education in Kentucky.
A second meeting, of
representatives of the Purchase
Area was held at 7:30 p.m. and
was attended 114
)representative
of Calloway, Trigg and Fulton
Counties. The meeting enabled
representatives fro_m those
three local counties to meet with
Sexton and Kenkel and organize
local citizens' groups.
Those - groups will meet on a
local basis where they will
analyze the problems and conems from their Individual school,
districts.
•
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garrott's galley

by m.c. garrott

Death with dignity

111

A California Court:Of Appeal decided recently
that William Bartling had the constitutional right
to refuse medical life support, and this sensible
ruling should spare other terminally ill patients
and indignity of cbeing donnected .to machines
against their -wilt. - To be.sure, there is danger whenever society
.sanctions the death of termirrally ill patients. particularly if it's remotely possible that a cure could
be discovered for their disease. Also, it is conceivable that a patient might be pressured into
such a'decision by relatives impatient for their
inheritance.
But neither was the case with Mr. Bartling. The
70-year-old.man was forcibly kept on a respirator
for six agonizing months at Glendale Adventist
Medical Center in Glendale. Calif., even though
he repeatedly directed the doctors,to disconnect
him. Moreover, Mr. Bartling. who suffered from
emphysema, arteriosclerosis, a malignant lung
tumor, chronic respiratory failure, and an abdominal aneurysm, had signed a living_ will and
other documents ordering that the treatment
cease;Yet a superior judge rejected his pleas, and
he remained on a respirator until his death. Nov.
6. the day before the appellate court agreed to
hear his case.
Although we are confident that the hospital officials acted in good faith. believing they had a
responsibility to preserve Mr. Bartlihg's life, they
nonetheless prolonged his suffering. And that is
the crux of this or any-other case involving a patient With an incurable disease.
The wonders of modern medical technology
shouldhe used to hnprove - not-diminish --thequality of a patient's life. And when a lucid individual determines that his life has become intolerable on an artificial-support system, he
should have the right to be disconnected. The court
coneluded agrInuch by noting: "If the right of the
patient to self-determinatiOn- as to -his medical
tWaTment is to have any meaning at all, it must
be paramount 'to the interest of the patient's
hospital and .doctors."
That meaningis much clearer now because Mr.
ilartling fought for his right to die with dignity.
'
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(EDITOR'S NOTE: This is the,
third in a series of columns dealing
with the history of the passenger
bus business in Murray.)
'
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C. Ray, a quiet, low-key type of man
remembere.d as paying his drivers in cash
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Ten years ago
James Witherspoon, retired captain of the
Murray Police Department, was presented with
a certificate of recognition or 20 years service
with department by the Fraternal Order of
Police, Kenneth Dix, president. --Representatives of a group of Hazel Citizens _
announced the purchase of the cafeteria building'
on the campus of old Hazel School from Herman
K. Ellis. It will be used as a community center.
Owtms •LefitAtAistr084,,and ,his sow:••••1
Arrnstrong. are' pictured' as they
bring a wagon load-of tobacco from Lynn Grove
to Murray, pulled by a pair of two-year-old
mules.
Births reported include a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Gaylon Holley on Jan. 8.-- Twenty-years ago
"Sigma Caperr'65," sponsored by the Sigma
Department of the Murray Woman's Club, opened last night and will be presented tonight at the
'Murray High School Auditorium. Funds will be
used to help pay for the kindergarten room at
Robertson School.
The Elderly Housing Projects here in Murraf
are nearing completion, acsording to L.D.
Miller, executive director of the Municipal Housing Commission. The projects are on Ellis Drive .
and on Pine and S
.econd Streets. Commission
members -ire Mayor-Holmes- Etlis..William G.
Nash, L.W. Paschall. E.W. Riley_ and Buford
Hurt.
Mr. and Mrs. Toy Brandon will observe their
50th anniversary on Jan. 24.
Recent births reported-at the Murray Hospital
include a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Willie Darnell, a _
boy Mr.- and Mrs. Charles Smith,- a girl to Mr.
, and Mrs. Albert.Ragsdale, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Joe Holland a boy to Mr' and Mrs. Gerald Don
Thirty years ago
' Elected as officers of a youth Council to guide
the proposed recreational organization for
teenagers of Calloway County. in a public
meeting held at the College Presbyterian °lurch
on Jan.
were Hal Houston, O.J. Jennings, Linda Hall and Carolyn Outland.
Frances Coleririan Johnson, Gaynelle Williams
and Judge Waylon Rayburn spoke-about Public
Assistance Organizations in Calloway County at
a meeting of the Murray Rotary Club. Earl Littletonand Owen Billington were in charge of the
program.
•
Assets of the Peoples Bank of Murray, Inc., as
listed on published statement as of Dec. 31, 1954.
were $4,155,701.74.
Mrs. 011ie Brown spoke about "Flower Show
Judging" at a meeting of the Garden Department of the Murray Woman's Club. .

was then little more than a dirt
road, but it was along it that Marjorie Dunn and Nix Crawford
bought the lots upon which their
present homes were built, and they
A tall, slender.--man. Robert
bought them front-Ray.
Clarence Ray, the man who
. Nix's was the first to be built.
brought the passenger bus business
Ray, who already had built a
to Murray and remembered as "C.
duplex on South 6th Street next to
Ray," was known to be rattier quiet
his home, had started another
and possessing a "low key" perduplex on Elm, and-had the basesonality. "If he liked you, there,
ment started.
wasn't anything he- wouldn't do for'
This Nix and his wife, Marjorie,
you," one who -.k.new him
bought and finished out, moving
reingmbertt ,
•
there from a home on 5th Street.
- He also paid his people incash,-.
They lived in it for three years
Pat Rowland, who drove buses fOr
before • their present home was
him,. recalls. "In all the years I
completed.
worked for him ,....he never paid me
Nix's parents, Talmadge and
with a checkt ',he said...':11..al•WAYs
Bessie Crawford, lived across
was in cash. And, I don't
South 6th fAom the Rays, and the
remember him ever getting held •
two couples were close friends.
up but one time. Somebody hit him
"'That's probally why he sold it to
over the head one night at his place
me,- he said.
as he got home,hut I don't think he
"I guess you would call -what
had a lot of money on him at the
followed -the first Sub-division hi
time."
Murray, as we know -them today,
Ray and his,wife had no children.
that stretch along what is now Elm
They lived at 406 South 6th St. in the
Street," he went on. "It wasn't long
large brick house on the south side
afterwards that all the lots were
of-the-creek and which he built.
auctioned off and the houses along
When he built the place, it is said
there today started going up."
that he put a bathroom in for each
Wayne Flora remembers bidding
of the four -bedrooms: ."If the
on one of the lots. "But I didn't
preacher comes to spend the night,
have the $25 it took to get it," he
I want him to be able to use his own
laughed. "That was a lot of money
- bathroom," he was said to have
in those days."
proclaimed in explanation. As'far
• '• •
as those ,who- knew him can
Ray got out of the bus business in
remember, no preacher was ever
1942, selling his lines 1.0 Flarold J.
an overnight guest in the house Utter, a Lexington businessman.
but he had the bathrooms, anyway.
Utter operated it for the next 32
,At the time, not a great many
years under the name of Western
homes in Murray had more than
Kentucky Stages. Wylie Dobbs was
one bathroom.
the first manager of' the Murray
station under this management,
• • •
and he was followed by A.G. GibWhat is now Elm Street running
son, John Conger, Graves Hendon
between South 6th and 7th Streets
and Mr. Rowland.
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trical and electronic equipment,
NEW YORK (AP)- You het& it
transportation equipment and rub,
again and again: The United States
ber and plastic goods:
is becoming more service-oriented
- a producer of "soft" products • But, according to the commisStoner, (We major Indust:Hee' -such as finance, medical and commining,- steel, tobacco, petroleumputer services, rather than hard
manufactures.
coal and leather still have employment levels lower than during the,
The real situation,. as'opposed to
very worst -elf the recession in
the generality. may itot be so clear
November 1982.
cut, but the generality - true or
All this provides fuel for the nofalse - received an enormous
tion that America is on' an inboost from the latest employment
evitable course toward the producfigures released by the Bureau of
tion of services while reducing outLabor Statistics.
put.of such items as steel and hardThe news, as most people know.
ware. America,- it is said, is
- was good. The overall jobless rate
deinclustrializing.'
•
held about steady at 7.1 percent,
. But now the. other Side of the
and the-Z1vUlan rate stood at 7.2
story: In spite of such -evidence.
percent, or about a full percentage
suggests the 1984 Economic Report
point lower than in December 1983.
of the President, there Is a danger
A lot of jobs were created also. In
- the 25 months of recovery. more „ in making sudden assumptions. ,
than 7 million of tliam were added ' "Although selected manufacturby the,economy. More to the point, , ing industries face serious pro- •
. Commissioner Jitnet Norwopd . blems," it states. "the United
States is definitely not deinnotes that two-thirds of the rise was
dustrializing." Why. the White
in services.
House economists declare, the outBy contrast, in the goodsput, employment and capital stock
producing ,sector, very few tn.
ch.10_cittalatiew added more jobs dur _ of U.S. manufacturing has grown _
- ing the .prolonged economic _ - not 'declined - over the past
three- decades.
recovery than they lost in the
- It is true, they concede, that
preceding -recession, one of the
deepest in many decades.
manufaetortne's.,...share of total
empi4ment has progressively
ConitruRion has improved, and
declined. • But,• they- say. that
some manufacturing, mainly in the
areas
Of lumber: furniture,
- doesn't mean that the dianufactur•
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by john cunniff
ing _sector is failing behind. On the
contrary, it is good news.
They contend that the relative
decline of manufacturing employment Is'a, sign of improved
manufacturing. It is, they say, a
sign of productivity growth, "not a
sign of industrial demise."

thoughts in season
11 ken Wolf
The great North American Indian
warrior Tecumseh died in -1813.
Before his death, he tried to unite all
Indian tribes to oppose further sale
of land to the. Long Knives
Americans I.
Here are some of his words which
show clearly how the Native
American notion of land ownership
and stewardship differh from that
of the whites:
No tribe has
right to, sell,
even to each other, much less
to strangers, who demand all..
and will take uo less...Sell a
country! Why not sell the air,
the clouds and the great sea,
as well as the earth?, Did not
the Great Spirit make them all
for the tuke of his children*?

'

•
•

Dear Editor:
How right it seems" for Kentuckians to embark on a new year,
a time of resolute beginnings. so
soon after ,the death of a most
determined Kentucky citizen.
Edward F. Prichard Jr. was a
wise and giving man whose dedication to the commonwealth knew no
bounds. His service on behalf.of
public education was marked with
the same,courage and determination he showed in _every pha4e
public and private life.
Ed-Prichard dared to dream. His
dream for Kentucky was a public
school system worthy 'of the
children it serves. He worked hard
toward 'making the dream come
true.
As we begin 1985, I can think ef
no more appropriate tribute to Mr.
Prichard than a resolution by Kentucky's citizens to continue the
quest for better schools. I urge
every Kentuckian to join in the effort and to continue the progress
that is being made in public education. This is one reiolution -we must
keep if Kentucky's children and
Kentucky herself are to have a
bright future.
Kentucky must say goodbye to
Ed Prichard. but we can take some
comfort iri knowing that every improvement in every school Jn our
state will be a monument in his
memory.
Sincerely.
Alice McNinald
Superintendent of
Public Instruction
CapitarPlaza Tower,
Frankfort. Kentucky
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Time is right foreducational goals
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station, started as a ticket agent
and later became the traffic
manager. —
In those days, he recalls, they
had runs out of Murray to -Cadiz.
Hopkinsville and Clarksville, 'to
Paris, Dover and Clarksville. to
Mayfield, Padnach and Benttin and
to Marion _and Princeton. among
others. "We had West Kentucky
abut covered;" he chuckled
Every little town through which
the buses passed had a 'static/rt.-airlace where7passengers squid be
plekidup or dropped off and where
tickets could be bought. In Erin.
Tenn., which is on the other side of
Clarksville, the "station" was in a'funeral home.
In other yet smaller towns, there
were places where the'buse% would
stop if necessary. If there was a
passenger to be picked up at one of
these places, a flag would be pUi ;
out as a signal to the driver to be
sure and stop.
A 'nail keg beside the road also
meant that there was someone who'
wanted to be picked up, and the bus
would stop for them. Tickets for
passengers such as these were sold
by the drivers themselves.
Buses, like the old mail adage.
must go-through, and through the
years,, the drivers-made their runs
in all kinds of weather.
Pat -recalls one snowy night in particular. He left Paducah -at 6
o'clock that night,,and it.took hirri
until midnight to get to Paris,
Tenn., by way of Mayfield. a
distance of something like 50 miles.
For more than four-decades, Pat
drove chartered buses taking Murray State football teams to away
games. In Thursday's column we'll
share some of his experiences on
those trips

lAttpr t.A.the editor
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J.R. Mahan came into the
business in 1943. Gibson hired him,
and he _worked there_ for 41 years
before retiring three years ago. His
wife, Dot, is the station manager
and the sole Brooks employee in
Murray today.
JR., who had done just about
everything there is to do around the

:..Thanks -for this beautiful quilt,. Where on Earth
did you find it?'
•19115 Copley News
Service

•••••=11111MILMli•

V

Pat managed the station for 12
years, longer than any of the
Others. He was its manager in 1974
when Utter sold the business to
Brooks Bus Lines of Paducah,
which opdrates the station today.
"We had a good bunch to- work
with," Pat said, recalling his station '
,management experience,
"and we sometimes played as hard
as we worked.
"Many has been the time when
we'd -load everybody on a bus and
go to Paris Landing for a picnic or
to some restaurant like Bull
Durham or Pete Light Springs over
near Cadiz for dinner. Sometimes a
busload of the folks at the
Clarksville station $.votild come
over and join us."
Pat says that he and his wife,.
Sue, seldom got a good night's
Sleep while he was station
manager.
"We were always getting calf/in
the middle-of the night." he laugh.
ed. "Somebody would be broke
down somewhere,and we'd have to
take another bus out to them and
pick up their passengers. If it
wasn't that, there'd be a bus at the
station that had to be cleaned up.
, "They'd come in late at night and
would be scheduled to go out early
in the morning. But they had to be
cleaned up first. 'so, Sue and I
would just get up and go clean 'em

.*YRA"Vor-f.-.4,, •
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County couple celebrates 50th anniversary
Mr and Mrs. J.W.
Williams celebrated
their 56th wedding anniversary during the recent holidays. She is the
fOrmer Oretha Ford.They were married Dee.
22, 1934.
Their children are
Mrs. Sandy Leeper of
.
-Fort Leavenworth,

Kan.. Mrs. Jeanne 30 at the Salem Baptist
Cook. Dickson, .Term., Church near Lynn
and 'Robb Williams of Grove.
Albany, Ga.
Three family
They have 10 grand- members were- in
children-, one stepFand- 'Jamaica for the
child and 'five great- holidays and were
grandchildren.
unable to be present.
Twenty-six family The anniversary couple.
members attended Mr. and Mrs. Williams,
'church together on Dec. are the only .family

members living
Calloway County.

in

A dining room -was
reserved - at Western
Sizzlin Steak House for a
special social event
following the church
services.

an.d Mrs. Carlos Jones,
sister of Mr. Williams,
Mr. and Mrs. Hilton
Williams, brother of Mr.
Williams, Crawford
McNeely, a brother-inlaw, and Susan

Roy Cothran, principal of Calloway County Middle School, has
released the honor rolls
for the third six weeks
and first semester as
follows:
SIX WEEKS
Seventh grade
Joluma Calhoon, Lisa
Culver, William Dunn,
Amy Fulton, Darby
Futrell, Brad
Gailimore, Scottie
Gray, Beth Hale, Angie
Haywood,
Amy Helm, Beth Henniriger, Kim Mann,
Angie Miller, Julie Pittman, David Potts, Lori
Roberts, Ray Roberts,
Jon Rose,.
Mark Salfin, Stacey
Sills, Jason Spiceland,
Michelle Stubblefield,
Traci Walker, Kathy
Wilson, Mike Wilson and
Loren Wisehart.
Eighth grade
Charles Archer,
Jamey Armstrong,
Stefani Barnett, Alan
Bazzell, Scott Bazzell,
Shane Black, Jeff Call,
P.J. Chadwick, Lisa
Cleaver,
Karen -Dale, Amy
Ferguson. Mark Flood,

Hargrove and her
Joining the family for daughter, Hope, a niece.
the noon meal were Mr: and great-niece.

Gina Gooch, Darla
Gremore, Gina Harris,
Heidi Heiss, Richie
Hernd.on, Vicky
Herndon,
Yancey Huie, Laura
Jones, Rhoda, Jones,
Felishtt 'Lamb, Kim
Lough, Debbie Mott,
Kathy Musser, Patrick
Orr, Jennifer Parrish,
Ashley Poyner,
Amanda Smart, Renee
Thweatt, Angela Tracy,
Davida Waldrop,
Heather Walston and
Heather Williams.
FIRST SEMESTER
Seventh grade
Joey Baust, Scott
Buchanan, Johnna
Calhoon, Lisa Culver,
April Erkman, Amy
Fulton, Darby Futrell,
Brad Gallimore, Beth
Haley,
Randy,Hansen, Angie
HaywooA,Amy Helm,
Beth Henninger, Shaun
Hicks, Mike Hopkins,
Jennifer Jones, Kim
Mann,
Robyn Meador, Alan
Miller, Angie Miller,
Julie Pittman, Lori
Roberts, Ray Roberts,
Jon Rose, Jennifer

ski
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-Spegal.
Michelle Stubbefield,
Daphne Turner, Stacey
Van Dyke, Traci
- Walker, Tracy Walters,
Kathy Wilson, Mike
Wilson _ and. Loren_
Wigehart.
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Eighth grade
Shane Adams, Jamey
Armstrong, Stefani
Barnett, Alan Bazzell,
Scott Bazzell, Shane
Black, Jeff Call, P.J.
Chadwick,, Lisa
Cleaver, Karen Dale,
Kim Darnell, Amy
Ferguson, Jeff Fetters,
Gina Gooch, Darla
Gremore, Gina Harris,
Heidi Heiss, Richie
Herndon, Vicky Herndon, Yancey Huie,
Laura Jones, Rhoda
4
Jones, Lee
Ann Key,
Flisha Lamb, Alison
Leslie, Kim Lough,
Stephen Lovett, Debbie
Mott, Kathy Musser,
Harv Newton,
Patrick Orr, Jennifer
Parrish, Marilyn Partak, Wendy Peiper,
Ashley Poyner, Amanda
Smart; Renee Thweatt,
Davida Waldrop and
Heath Williams.
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Coming community events announced
Tuesday. Jan. 15
-Tuesday,Jan. 15
Shower for Patsy and Calloway Public
Jay Futrell and *son: Library
Jason,.11, whose home
— ——
burned Dec. 31. will be
A I cohOlic• s
from 6 to S p.m. at Anonymous will meet at
Briensburg Church of 8 p.m. at American
Clirist. For information Legion Building, South
call 437-4746.
Sixth and Maple Streets.
— ——
Calloway. Cpu.nty
Shower for Paul and .
Association for Gifted Kaye Henry and two
Education will meet at 7 children whose home
111.rrl
in Annex of was recently destroyed

Tuesday, Jan. 15
by fire will be from.6 to 8
p.m. at Bethel Chapel
Pentecostal Church.
For information call
474-8831 or 1-354-89_87.
——— —
.
Faith and Work Circle
of Kirksey United
Methodist Church will
Meet at 7 p.m. atehurch
fellowship hall.
————
Music Department of

Tuesday. Jan. 15
Murray Woman's. Club
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at
the club house.
————
Murray TOPS (take
off pounds sensibly )
Club will meet at 7 p.m.
at Health Center.
————
Murray Assembly No.
19 Order of the Rainbow
for; Girls will meet at 7
p.m. at the lodge hall.

Ab(
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Me(

.Tuesday,Jan. 15
————
Murray Optimist Club
will meet at 630 p.m. at
Homeplace Family
Restaurant'.
————
Singles Class of
Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ will
meet at 7 p.m.
————
Dinner by Retirees of
Local 1068 UAW-AFLCIO will not be held this
innnth

•
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' Murray Toastmasters
(a learn to speak club)
will meet at 6:59 p.m. at
Western
Restaurant. For *information call 759-9926.
— ———
United Methodist
Women of Martin's
Chapel Church will
meet at 7 p.m. at the
church.
————
Wednesday,Jan.'16
Hazel and Douglas
Centers will 131- open
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
for activities by the
senior Citizens. '
———
J.N. Williams Chapter
of the United Daughters
of the Confederacy will
meet at 11:30 a.m. at the
(Cont'd on page 5)

HOLIDAY PARTY — The Home Department of the Murray Woman's
Club held a holiday party on Dec. 20 at the club house. Hazel Crenshaw
presented the devotion and each member a cookie, then a spiritual recipe,
and closed with the reading of letters written to Santa by small children.
Group-singing with Thyra Crawford as pianist was held. Refreshmentt;were
served by. pictured from left. Barbara Brandon, June Crider and Jimmie
Lee Carmichael, along with Mildred Mairson and Lorah Ashcraft.
hostesses. The department will meet Thursday.. Jan. 17. at 2 p.m. at the club
house.
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Members feted bi local chapter
Preceptor Omicron
Chapter of Beta Sigma
Phi met on Thursday,
Jan. 10, at 6.p.m. for a
dinner at the Hong Kong
Restaurant.
This event was to
celebrate the recent birthdays of chapter
members — Barbara
Chilcutt, Joyce Thomas
and Glenda Wilson.

Barbara Williams,
president. presided.
Reports were given by
various chairmen including Brenda Estes,
social chairman, who
discussed plans for the
upcoming Valentine
Banquet to be held in
February.

Also present were
Lois Ruiz, Mary Graves
and Peggy Shoemaker.
The chapter will meet
Thursday, Jan. 17, at
7:30 p.m. at the Co&
l
merce Centre w
Rowena Emerson as
program chairman and
Vicky Holton as hostess.
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P.E.O. holds meeting

•All- Fall & Winter Dresses
•Wool Blazers'
•Jump Suits
!Denim Vests
•All Jeans
•Missy & Junior Skirts and Pants
•Several Groups Sportswear
•Sweaters
•Panty Hose

20%-33%
20%-50%

Lingerie
Bras

The December
meeting of Chapter M of
the P.E.O. Sisterhood
was held in the home of
Mrs. Larrie Clark.-

Mrs. Ed Nunnelee,
president, presided.
It was announced that
a loan had been granted
to Mrs. Lewis
using,
member of
M.
The Educational Loan
7:00, 9,30
Fund helps supplement
funds for students in
higher education.
A WORLD
A luncheon with
BEYOND [PG III
husbands of members
as guests was planned
at the home of Dr. Joan
Maupin.
1% 1 10
The musical program
was presented by Mrs.
John Twomey, Mrs. Bob
CUNT ERSRllOOD
Bryan and Mrs. Clark.
BURT REYNOLDS [PG
Group singing was held.
Refreshments were
control contor 753-3314
served by Mrs. Clark.

DUNE

The History Of
Charlie Daniels
Volunteer Jam
Tuesday Jan. 15th 5 p.m.
Thursday Jan. 17th 6 p.m.
Tuesday Jan. 22nd 5 p.m.
Thursday Jan. 24th 6 p.m.

CINE 1 & 2

cilYtitAir

CHERI 3
700. 9- 20

Off
Off

Cable Comments
Murray Cablevision
Manager Vic Muller
Answers Questions
About Cable.
Thursday Jan. 17th 5:45 p.m.
Tuesday Jan. 22nd 6:00 p.m.
Thursday Jan. 24 5:45 p.m.
Only On Channel 34
Bel Air
Center

CABL
E 'call
visvom
753-S005
MURRAY

THE RIVER PG-13
Mot Gibson
Sissy Spacok
4 25 04.1

Avenging
Angel(R)

Railway traffic between India and
Pakistan ended for 11
years_ when war broke
out in 1965, but trade
between the two countries is now brisk.

DeVanti's

DWAIN' MOOR/

Micki
Maude
"I I 1, I 10

EDDIE MURPHY
is on vocation
BEVERLY
I-IILLS

-Mon. & Tues.
All Mexican
Meals

HALF
PRICE',
733-1314

-

olsostrust ot. 753-3314
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Council meeting planned
The West Kentucky Private Industry Council,
the decision and policy making body established
by the Job Training Partnership Act, will meet,
Thursilify, Jan. 17, at 2 p.m. at Barkley Lodge.
jtenl.s on the agenda will Include SDA A_ssOsment by State, and reports by State Employment and Training Conference and Southeastern
Employment and Training Association
Conference.4

Music courses open
• Murray State's Department of Music has announced several courses tohe conducted during
the Spring Semester that may be of interest to
members of the community. "Group Piano for .
the Adult Beginner" with Richard Scott as instructor will meet from'CIO to 7:20 p.m. on Tue8: day and 'Thursday in Room 202-'A ok the Price
Deryie Pine-Arts Annex(older-portrait &kW complex). Interested persons.shotild call Scott at
7624-6442 or attend, the first class meeting on
. Thursday, Jan. 17_ TV/17guitar offerings with Rod
Stephenson as instructor will meet in Room.
200-A of the Price Doyle Fine Arts Annex.
"Beginning Guitar ClaSe_ will meet from 4 to
5:50 p.m. and "Intermediate Guitar Class" will
,Kneet from ,2 to 3:50 p.m.: both on Tuesdays. Interested persons should attend the first class
meeting on Tuesday, Jan. 22. All of the above offerings are available for 1.0 undegraduate eredit
or may be taken for, audit. Registration is
through the University Adrnissions Office in
Sparks Hall.

—

Adults have
sleep trouble

•-NEW YORK (AP).
About 75 percent of
American adults have
problems sleeping, according to Internal
Medicine News.
Reporting on a recent
symposium On sleep
disorders at Tulane
University School of
Medicine, the publica- a
tion noted these
findings:
•Young adults appear
to have the perfect4ye4e
--Of deep sleep at night
andometseimal • daytime
-------alertneas. They fall
asleep quickly, sleep
-.4rnost /0 hours, and
have a sleep-efficiency
rating of 95 percept..
•However, during college, they become
almost pathologically sleepy, despite almost
eight hours of sleep
daily.
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The Paducah Area Chapter of Parents Without
Partners will meet Friday, Jan. 18. at 8 p.m. at
the American Legion Building, Legion Drive,
Paducah. The guest- speaker will be Jack Mc:
Clain from the Tennessee Valley'Authority who
will talk about "Fuel Conservation." All Single
parents are invited to attend. The onlyilequirement is to be a parent and single by reason of
. divorce, separation, death or'never married. For
more information call 1-554-507.1.

CCARC will meet
The Calloway County Association For Retarded Citizens will meet ThursdaY. Jan. 17, at 7 p.m.
at the new W.A.T.C.H.(work activities training
center for the handicitpiied ) balding at 762 Main
St. All members and interested persons are invited to attend.

Local high school speech teams were firs nd
third place wihners in the 16th- annual It .y
Krider Invitatignal held this past weekend at
Paris,'Tenn.
• ..
Calloway County High School won first place
-sweepstakes awards and Murray High School
won third place sweepstakes awards.
The two local high school Speech groups competed against-18 schopls from Kentucky and Tennessee. Hillsboro High School won second place.
L.ocal.teato Members competing included the ,
following
• Extemporaneous Speaking - Tim. Black.
first. Calloway High, who .also won a 4100
sch-oiarstan: Kelli Burkeen, second.-.Calloway .
High
•Original Oratory - Kim Creel', first, Murray
High, who also won a $100 scholarship. Tim
Weatherford. third, Calloway High:
• Dramatis:Interpretation - Jason Woods,
first. Calloway High who also *on a $100.
. .

-

Tennis play Thursday
Group B of Ladies Tennis of the Murray Country Club will play Thursday, Jan. 17. The group
will meet at 9 a.m. in the parking lot of the
Murray-Calloway county Park to go to Kenlake
Tennis Center to play at 9:30 a.m. The following
will draw for partners at courtside: Marilyn
- Adkins,-Ce-c-ilia Brock, Gayle Foster, Norma
Frank, Frances Hulse, Mug Rigiby, Janie Ryan
,and.l3eciii Wilson.
, - •
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Corn•Austin Will Be Closed
Wed., Jan. 16th To Prepare
For Their Famous Final
Markdown Sale That Begins
Thurs., MEI at 9:00 a.m-7-The Prices Will Be
'Unbelievable!

Alicia uraiI Suiter-born

Patients dismissed
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Artcraft Photography
12 Years or Younger
No Sitting Fee
Packages
Special Prices
9-5

By Appointment Only
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We lire'lire'pleased to •
that ./.!,za
Hale. bride -elect • of
Anthony IlLinning.
has made hfr.sh.,..lions from our bridal
registry
- for
• •
accessories.
Lisa and ...inthon)
will he married Feb.

Imports

Bel Air Center

&
P.

ii111701111Ce

Farm ;;;;6':vilibe
from 11 a.m. to 7 p.m.'at
Exposition Center. Colleg.e Fa of Road. For information call 753-2400.
---Men' Stag
..l Night is
ag
scheduled t 6 p.m. at
Murray :Country 'Club
with Gary Haverstock,
Harold Hurt, Jack
Wallis and Tom Shirley
in charge of
arrangements. --Wadesboro
Homemakers Club will
meet at 11 a.m. at
Stooliade. •
---Temple.-- Hill Chapter
--No-, 511 Order of the
Eastern. Star. will meet
at 7:30 p.m. at the lodge
hall.
---Murray Women of the
Moose will meet at 8
p.m. *at the lodge hall.
••
•
•

Hazel Woman's Club
will meet at 7 p.m. at
Hazel- Community
Center.
---Murray Business and
Professional Women's
Club will meet .at 6:30
p.m. at Seven Seas
Restaurant.
_ __
Xi Alpha Delta
-Chapter -of- Beta---ScgrtraPhi will meet -at 7:30
p.m. at Ellis Center.
- Preceptor Omicron
Chapter of Beta Sigma
Phi will meet at 7:30
at Commerce
,Centre.
•

Twin Lakers Antique
Car- Club will meet at
7:30 p.m. at Gateway
Lanes.
--Mothers Morning Out
will meet at 9 a.m. at
First Baptist Church.
-• Murra3:. Vivitan Club
will meet at 7 p.m. at
Homeplace Family
Restaurant.
---Senior citizens activities will be from 10
a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel
and Douglas Centers
and from. 10
to 3"
Center.
Front Porch Swing
will rehearse at 7 p.m.
at. the First Christian
Church.

Italian Spaghetti
Special
ONLY

$ 1 49

With Garlic Bread
Salad 59 Extra
Insidu Dining Only

Free Refills On Drinks

99 Speciel For Kids

14

Wednesday 11 AM.1OPM
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Special registration
for part-time evening
students will be from 5
to 7 p.m. on upper level
of Curris Center. Murray State University.

prtce
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_ __411001.1111es_—
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Thursday, Jan. 17
---The Single Connection
in
tWhil
ipd
t-Too
t ratc7
las
P
;r
1:n
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:
Education Building,
First United Methodist Church. For 'information call, Jill at 753-1701
or Dick at 436-2174. -

•
•
••

Only one.ItttoratoryOn-are- ranked c4i' a Scale.
joys the confidence of from pure white to mudthe entire diamond in- -dy brown. The whiter „
vestmenrcommunity•-: the stone, the lielfithe
the Gemological In- gem'.
stttute of America.
•
•
Bombarding the surEven it has- been known
face of the stone with
OSter
to err.
Would-be diamond in neutrons or electrons •
SECRETARIES trust officer from the at a recent meeting of
vestors have other will Improve the color.
MEETING - Chuck • Bank of Murray. spoke the Murray Chapter,
Opinions
vary
on
how
problems. -Foster, bottom picture, about -Wills & Trusts" Profession'al
Jewelers can laser out widespread .the practice
Secretaries Internais.
Now
that
diamond
so theincluso
fl
tional. Small tokens of
prices
nave aroppea.
are hard to spot even
appreciation by Bobbie
some
speculator
s
are
under magnification. A
Meters, president. pic$1,000 stone can be tempted to buy into the
second right in top
tured
market
on
theory
the
it
treated by laser for $35,
photo. were presented to
then sold for $2,000. has hit bottom.
charter members of the
Some dealers disclose
But the case for
Murray Chapter *tic.
laser treatment; others recovery, even taking a
are, from left. Faye
do not.
five-year view-, cannot
%ells, CPS. Doris
Diamonds also can be be made, according to
Rowland, CPS, and Anirradiated to improve Connoisseur. Even if the
nie Nance. Other
•
their color. While an oc- fundamentals of suoply
members present were
casional pink or canary and demand looEed
Marlene Slaughter,
yellow diamond of just good, and - they do not,
Morgan, Kai
Jeanie
the tight color can be the diamond market is
Dyer. Martha Mc valuable in its ,own suffering from a
(
J
err
Iliaildr._tr
ea
fia
n
right, usually diamonds massive-credibility gap.
Hornbuckle. Marcia
GREENBELT, Md. i AP - The continents of
Johnson, Melody MeinNorth AmertEla and Europe may be drifting :
-tyre. Marion Outland
apart at the rate of two-thirds of an inch a year.
. and Annita Peeiet..
according to 'researchers at -the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration. In addition, they found that Peru had moved two inches
further away from Hawaii last year. while
Australia-had drifted two inches toward it.

at
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(Cont'd from page 4)

Diamonds may be dropping in price
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114ichelle Garland. third. Murray
High;
• Humorous Interpretation - SheiterHow.ell.
third. Murray High:
•
. '`*
• Lizz Bailey, Mark Bazzell, Jeanne Carroll.
Jody Lassiter. Natalie McDougal, Wendy Parker
and Lori Yarbrough, all of Calloway High. competed in the final round.
_
• Laura Cella, Nancy Smith and Bill Maddoi,
all of Murray High, also reached the final round
4-ern-petition- : • Coaches for the two local teams are harry
England, Calloway nigh, and Mark Etherton,
Murray High
The- Krider Inattational -is- sponsored tir the
Paris Rotary Club and is one of the few tournaments nationwide that provide scholarships4o
the winners.
Both Calloway High and Murray High Speech
TeamS will participate in Lexington Catholic's
Snoball Invitational this next weekend.

_ Wednesday,Jan.16 _
Wednesday,Jan. 16
Thursday,Jan.'17
home of Mrs. William ray, will meet at
Murray State Univer6:30
Major.
lily Faculty Brass
p.m,. at the church.
---•
Quintet will present a
Events at 'Calloikay
concert
at 8 p.m. id FarActeen
Leaders
will
• •
•
Public Library will in- meet at 10 a.m. in the rell Recital Hall. Fine
elude ParentS and Confereni.e Room of the Arts Complex
.Mr. and Mrs. Gary Suiter, Rt. , Murray, are
Two's at 9:30 a.m.: First Baptist Church.
---the parents of a daughter, Alicia Gail, weighing
Story Hours at 10:30
Calloway County
eight pounds 12 ounces, born'on Thursday. Jan.
a.m. and 3:30 p.m.
Council on ,Ministries Association for Retard3, at 9:15 a.m. at the Murray-Calloway County
- of
South,Pleasant Grove ecLeitizens- will meet at
--1=15kpitarThef11aye a son, kevin Wayne. GrandClasses for the spring United MethadiSt
the-.W.A.T.C.H.
parents are Mr. and•Mrs. Roscoe Feagin, Rt.. 1. • semester
will begin and • Church will meet at 6:30 BUilding, 702 Main St
Almo. and Mrs. Ovid Suiter, Rt. II, Murray.
absences will be record- p.m.
--ed at Murray State
Home Department of
---University.
Session meeting of Murray Woman's Club
Local persons recently. diernissed from
First Presbyterian. will meet at 2 p.m. al the
—
Lourdes Hospital. Paducah. W'ere Todd Fuqua
Special _ registration Church---has- be-en club house.
and Diana Jones, both of Murray.
for :part-time evening rescheduled' for 7:30
students at Murray p.m. at the church.
.West Kentuc-ky
State University -will be
Private Industry Counfrom 5 to 7 p.m. on the
meet at 2 p.m. at
Practice of_ the Choir cil
upper 'level of Curris of First Presbyterian Barkley Lodge.
Center.
--Church has been chang.
---Board of Directors of
ed to 6 p.m.
A solo exhibit of
West. Kentucky Allied
--- .
bronze sculpture series
'Enquirer's Class will Services, Inc.: will meet
by Steve Bishop, assis- meet at 7:30 p.m. at the at 3 p.m. at 400 North
tant professor of Art at hothe of the key_ and Fifth St.. Mdyfield.
Murray State Universi- Mrs. David Ropinson. '
ty will be on the upper
AA and Al-Anon will
---level of Clara M. Eagle
Ladies- Day Bridge have closed meetings
Gallery, Admission -is -with -Mary -C. ?lamb as atS p.m. at Fitst Chrishostess is scheduled at - tiaii Church, Benton.
free.
9:30 a.m. at the Oaks For information call
United Methodist Men Country Club.
753-0061. 76-2-3399-.
of First Church, Mur- .
753-7764 or 753-7663.
----

'iNeonesclay i•

•
•
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•

MAKE DECORATIONS - Calloway County 4-H Club members- reelIhtlY
made decorations for the Senior Citizens for the holidays. Attending Were
Dina Duncan, Angela Miller, Becky Freeze: Kevin Phillips. Malynda Fin-.
ney, Donna Phillips, Bally Miller, Angela Lions, Twilit Bess, Crystal Gale
Kimbro, La Dawn Cook, Annie Boyle, Trisha Mathis and Timmy Sons. The
4-HCraft-Club meets each third Tuesday at 3:30 p.m. at the Calloway County High School. Leaders are Dorothy Cook, Doris Duncan and Phyllis
Freeze. Any student. ages 9 to 16, is invited to come and participate each
month.

By Connoisseur
—ra-rest and most
A Hearst Magazine
valuable.
Diamonds may be a
Quality stones always
-girl's best friend, but - have'been in derilarid by
they are not her best wealthy folk such as the
investment.
Arab who bought five
Diamond prices Identical diamond
rocketed from 1978 to • bracelets from a New
1980, reaching a high of York jeweler as part of
$64,000 for a top-grade an order .of 30 pieces.
one virat stone, accor- Over the long run prices
ding to an article in the tended to rise and inJanuary Connoisseur, vestors bought them to_
but today the price of hedge against inflation.
that stone has dropped . But to the naked eye,
to $12,000.
stones ranging in price
The outlook' for the from *1,000 to $20,000
future - even as far per carat' often look
ahead as five years - is identical. Only .with a
not good. Diamond loupe, - a lfix magnifyprices do not appear to ing eyeglass - can the
have stabilized or bot- tiny inclusions and
tomed out. If some variations- in. color that
longthreatened mar some stones be
bankruptcies in Ant- seen.
.
werp, the world's dla:
That meant buyers
mond trade capital, had to take a dealer's
come to pass, things word for a'stone's qualimay get worse.
ty, and not all -dealers
Diamonds are the are honest. One solution
most common Of all was to issue certificates
precious stones. from independent
although they enjoy an laboratories recording
iniage of., great rarity the-precise properties of
and value. About 80 per- a atone.
cent of all diamonds
Since certificates
mined are used for in- could be switched, some
dustrial purposes; only dealers sealed the stone
20 percent are pure-- in a transparent case
enough in color and along with -a microfilm
clarity to be used in of the certificate.
jewelry. -Diamonds that
That eliminated Aiwaare most colorless and ching, but left open the
have fewest internal qtieStion of varying
flaws, or inclusions, are laboratory standards.

_
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Speech Teams win at tourney

PWP plans, meeting

A meeting of the Murray Toastmasters will be
held tonight (Tuesday) at 6:59 p.m. at Western
Sizzlin Restaurant:4%e meeting will last approximately 114 hour's with dinner first, then the
evening's program, at which the participants
will learn, practice and correct public speaking
skills. The public is invited to attend at no obligation. For more information call Art Litchfield at
759-9926.
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Richardson extends olive branch, calls for unity in House
FRANKFORT. Ky
were announced before potential for to do."
AP — State Rep. Hub- adjournment until the divisiveness" he _ had
The chairs of two
by H. Richardson. in a 1986 General Assembly seen during 10 years in committees — Cities
conciliatory gesture convenes in just under leadership positions.
and Judiciary-Criminal
after his bitter loss in one year.
He specificially cited — were sure to change
the race for speaker of
Richardson spent 10 grumbling about com- because the incumbents
the Kentucky House of years in leadership mittee assignments and left office. That set the
Representatives. want- posts until last week. chairmanships.
stage for the one major'
ed his colleagues that -when he lost to Rep.
"Those 'are fleeting surprise of the day:
leadership positions are Donald. Blandford of things. The things that Rep. Dottie Priddy
"fleeting things" and Philpot in the race for Will last are: Did you selection to head
urged them to concen- the speaker's chair. It serve your people?" Judiciary-Criminal.
trate on service to was just one facet of a Richardson said. • _
Ms. Priddy is from the
constituentsbitter factional battle,
He said the House. as - Louisville suburb of
We will-be better off which also .saw Rep.'1:an institution. "will Okolona and her ap-•
personally and this state Greg $tumbo of outlive us all."
-pointment gave . Jefferwill . be a finer place to Prestonsburg oust
"I know some of you son County three com-live," the Glasgow Paris' Jim LeMaster as were a little tired of me, mittee chairmanships,
Democrat said Monday majority floor leader. . but that's all right," down from four last
in a surprise speech on
Richardson said he Richardson said. "It's year.
the House floor.
hadn't intended to say - going to happen to all of
The Cities Committee
It highlighted a ses- anything, but was pro- you over a -period of was taken over by Rep.
sion -in which• , House mpted -by signs that time. But were here to Joe Meyer, D committee _chairman- there existed in the speak out for all our peo- Covington, who has a
ships and assignments House the "greatest ple. That's what I intend

WHY IS
A man wakes:up in the morning after sleeping on an
Advertised, bed, in advertised pajamas. He will bathebin
n'a dvertisPd tub, wash with advertised soap, shave with
;in ativertised shaver, and have -an 'advertised -juice.
toast; tastedin an advertised toastei putOn advertised cloths, and glance at an advertised watch.
Hy will ride to work in an advertised car, it at an advertised desk: then smoke advertised cigarettes and-write
with an advertised pen. Yet this man hesitates to advertise, saying that advertising does not pay. Finally, when
hi- u.nadver'tieci business goes under. ,11C Will iidIVrtiSt'
for sale''''

Miii-ray Ledger & Times

SEARS
Jan. 16th & 17th

background in urban affairs and had openly
sought the assignment.
Four other committee
chairs, however, changed hands as a result of
the leadership fight pitting Biandford and
Stumbo against
Richardson and
LeMaster.

thai•• emote
Ina
Others were:
were committees a limited
— Virgil Pearman, D- $ Reps. Clay Crupper, D- voice in writing the
Radcliff, replacing Dry Ridge, Agriculture budgets of state agenActrian Arnold, D-Mount and Small Business; cies under their
Sterling. on Counties Jim Bruce, D- jurisdiction, - allowing
and Special Districts.
Hopkinsville, Banking them to make formal
— Tom Burch replac- and Insurance; Sam recommendations to the
ing Gerta Bendl, both D- Thomas, D-Lebanon, Appropriations and
Louisville, on H.ealth Business Organizations Revenue Committee.
and Welfare.
and Professions; Terry
Final authority on
— Ramsey Norris Jr., Mann, D -Newport,
agency
budgets would
Energy;
Louis Johnson,
One of the most D-Hopkinsville, replac- D-0_wensbora, remain with the aping Mark O'Brien, Dnotable was the selecJudiciary-Civil; Al Ben- propriations panel,
tion of Rep.- Roger-Noe, ,Jeffersontown, on State nit, D-Pleasure
Ridge , however.
D-Harlan, to replicce Government.
Park, Labor and InOne Richardson sup- dustry; Herbie Deakins,
Rep. Jody Richards as
House members also
head of the Education porter who kept his seat D-Pikeville, Natural voted to expand the
Committee. Noe, a com- was Rep. Joe Clark, the Resources and Environ- Education Committee to
munity college pro- Danville Democrat who ment; and N. Clayton 21 members from 17 and
fessor, backed - Bland- heads the powerful Ap- Little, D-Virgie, to add two members to
ford, while Richards, DJ propriations and Transportation.
Appropriations and
Bowling Green, sup- Revenue Committee.
House members also Revenue for a total of
Other chairmen keep- voted to give standing 23.
ported Richardson.

Schroeder reluctant to speak after stroke
partially paratyzed DeVries said, Schroeder
after suffering three has "tended not to
strokes Dec. 13, about talk."
21,42 weeks after receiv'He would much
ing a Jarvik-7 plastic prefer, for example, to
and metal pump. He has give you sign language
been attending six 'yes' and 'no,' rather
therapy, sessions a day than talk. ... So we've
in the past two weeks to had to have him get his
tone his muscles and im- confidence back in his
prove his speech and speaking ability,"
coordination.
DeVries said.
Prior to the strokes' The interview with
Schroeder was shown in DeVries was taped over
several interviews with the weekend in
doctors and journalist
Louisville.
but little has been heard
Linda Broaddus, a
from him in recent spokeswoman for
weeks. Shortly after the Humana Inc., had said
heart implant. earlier that Schroeder's
Schroeder sipped a beer speaking problems were
that he called the common for stroke
"Coors Cure" and spoke victims.
to President Reagan
Before the stroke
about difficulty getting Schroeder was a "a
Social Security disabili- very verbal, very vocal
ty benefits.
person and not to be
As a result of his able to communicate as
speech problems, he had be'en is

TENDER BONELESS
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SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT — INVESTMENTS

Stock Market
Industrial Average
Air Products
Apple Computer
American Telephone
Briggs & Stratton
Chrysler
Dollar Gen, Store
Dupont
Ford
G.A.F.
General Motors
GenCorp, Inc.
Goodrich
Goodyear
Home Health Care
I.B.M.
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STORE COUPON -

SAVE $1.00
Per Box On

ANY STEAK ITEM
Sold Only By The Box Frozen At
THE MEAT MARKET AT SEARS
Limit One(oupon Per( ustomer
Kittle Apply Lasts Quantities.Limited
Rainchecks
111111111111fill011.1111

DIRECT TO YOU FROM THE
MEAT MARKET AT SEARS

Jerrico
Johnson & Johnson
K mart
Mary Kay Cosm.
J.C. Penney
Penwalt
Quaker Oats
Sears
Stuart Hall
Texaco
Time Inc.
I.•.S. Tobacco
Wal-Mart
Wendy's
A.L. Williams
C.E.F. Yield
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1
2
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1
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WOODMEN BLDG., MURRAY 753-9476
STOCKS

MUNICIPAL BONDS -- MUTUAL FUNDS
MEMBER NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE MEMBER SIPC

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frances Drake
FOR WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 16, 1985
What kind of day will tomorrow be?
To find out what the stars say, read
the forecast given for your birth sign.
ARIES
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
Not only does opportunity come
now, but you also have the selfdiscipline and foresight to make the
most of it jobwise.
TAURUS
(Apr.20 to May 20)
You're able to lighten the load for
someone you care for. Meet with advisers about possible investment
moves and decisions.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20
.
Finish current assignments before
taking on new obligations. After a productive workday, you'll want to relax
with a dear one.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
Partners are in agreement about
the welfare of a child. Singles move a
step closer to a permAnent commitment by day's end.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
A home improvement project takes
precedence over other interests.
Evening hours favor going out for
relaxation with family.
VIRGO .•
(Aug.23 toSept. 72)
Creative types get a boost for their
amtiBons. Mental clarity and concentration allow you tO'acrapplisib more
than usual.
LIBRA
(Sept,23 to Oct. 22)
First things must come first rearding expenditures. Get in touch with
distant relatives. Attend to domestic
affairs today.
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LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP) — William
Schroeder, whose dash- •
,ed off some notable
quotes after receiving
an artificial heart, is
reluctant to talk
because of his impaired
speech after a strolce,
his doctor says.
Speech therapists are
coaxing Schroeder
along as he re-learns
how to-speak, but he is
frustrated by the problerp, D'r. William
DeVries said.
"When he wants to
say something, many
times something else
comes out and that's
really embarrassing for
him," DeVries said in
an interview broadcast
nationally Monday on
the ')CBS Morning
News" show.
The 52-year -old
Jasper, Ind., man was

FIRST OF MICHIGAN CORPORATION
MORRIS BILBREY

Sold Only
By The Box Frozen
41/4 oz. ea./15 Per Box
$14.85 Box — No Limit
1 / Tender & Delicious
i)
USDA Inspected
Available Only At Sears
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SCORPIO
(Oct.23 to Nov. 21)
Cig
You're serious-minded and ready to
improve your skills. Some shop by
mail-order catalogue. Accept an invitation to visit.
SAGITTARIUS
fie
(Nov.72to Dec. 21)
Clear up clutter and unfinished
tasks. You'll find a new use for
something put aside long ago. Shop
for personal items.
CAPRICORN
(Dec.22t0 Jan. 19)
Pros'
Don't let an old friendship wane.
Fulfill social obligations.• You'll get
new insights about yourself now.
Clarify motives.
AQUARIUS
( Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
There's some behind-the-scenes
preparation work you have to attend
to before making a major career decision,Confide in a friend.
PISCES
*Ow
maw
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
It's a time to consult with experts
both about personal and business matters. Investigate self-improvement
options. Accent growth.
YOU BORN TODAY have the ability to commercialize your intellectual
and creative talents. You're serious
about your work, though you need to
guard against a tendency to be .too
concerned about security. You have a
grlarhead for busineis and They also
be drawn to politics and public service. Though you have an interest in
the welfare of others,in your personal
life you do not always express your
feelings. Open up for greater hap,
pines!. Let others know you need their
love and caring. Birthday of: Ethel
Merman, singer

sometimes frustrating message on Schroeder's
to him," Ms. Broaddus condition.
said.
The mechanical
DeVries has schedulheart, implanted Nov. ed a speech in
25 at Humana Hospital Schroeder's hometown
Audubon, has beat more - Feb. 7 to benefit the
than 5.4 million times Dubois County Heart
since the operation. Association. The dinner
Humana spokesman at the Jasper Holiday
Bob Irvine said Monday Inn will be open to the
In a tape-re corded_ public.
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Company pleads
guilty, violations

'uncle
lioegi
tnell:
e
fobuftrieR
r

CHATTANOOGA, quirement to*evacuate
Tenn: (AP) — Grundy the mine when
Mining Co. officials dangerous concentrahave pleaded guilty in tions of methane gas are
U.S. District Court to detected in the mine,"
safety violations concer- Gill said.
ning a 1981 mine exploAssistant U.S. Atsion that claimed 13 torney John P. MacCoon
lives at Whitwell, Tenn. said Grundy Mining had
U.S. Magistrate John intentionally permitted
Powers fined the com- widespread smoking by
pany $105,000 following underground miners.
the guilty plea Monday contrary to federal
to a five-count iriforma- regulations, prior to the
tion charging yiolations -Degjr-ARIpplon.
of' the federal
"." Mine,
Mlittlagpn also said
Health and Safety Act.
that in the months
"Hopefully, this and before the explosion,
similar prosecutions of necessary ventilation
,mine and safety viola- partitions had been
tions will send a knowingly omitted from
message to deter min- mine passageways, ining operators from such terfering with air cur:violations in the rents and contributing
future," said U.S. At- to the dangerous
torney John W. Gill Jr.
buildup of methane gas,
The methane gas ex- "which was ignited by a
plosion on Dec. 8, 1981, cigarette lighter just
at Grundy Mining's No. before noon on the day
21 mine was Ten- of the explosion."
nessee's worst mining
Less than a month
disaster in 70 years and following the explOsion,
prompted suits by the federal officials said the
victims' families seek- thine where the. 13
ing- about $90 million in miners were killed had
claims from Grundy been cited 30 times for
Mining and its parent safety. violations.
company, Tennessee
Included was one citaConsolidated Coal Co. of tion for a methaneJasper, before set- monitoring device that
tlements were reached. did not work.
Grundy Mining atIn May 1982, the
Ihrney, Tom Kale of federal Mine Safety and
Chattanooga said that Health Administration
"from our perspective, cited Grundy Mining for
we understood about five mining violations,
two weeks ago that the including failure to
government had plann- withdraw employees to
ed to seek indictments a safe area from an area
against some of our where more than 1.5
miners, and rather than percent methane gas
put the miners through was present. MSHA finsome more bad times, ed the company about
we agreed that in lieu of $28,000.
any possible indictThe MSHA report said
ments in the future, we shift foremen had
would agree to plead reported earlier that the
guilty and pay the fine." site of the blast containAuthorities said the ed a 5.2 percent
explosion was triggered methane level.
by the lighting of a
The report said the
cigarette by a miner mine section contained
who was underground.
between 6 percent and 7
"The charges con- percent methane. -Acsisted of violations of cording to federal mine'
the prohibition against regulations, 5 percent to
smoking in the mine, 20 percent is considered
various ventilation re- to be in the explosive
quirements and the re- range.
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NAACP seeks review
LOUISVILLE,,,,Ky. board believes there
(AP) — Kentucky's was "racially motivated NAACP chapters is ask- gerrymandering" of
ing the group's national legislative districts in
staff to investigate the Lexington and
possibility that Louisville.
legislative district lines
The Legislature
were redrawn to reduce redrew its district lines
black representation in in 1982, when there were
the General _Assembly.
four black lawmakers,
The statewide board all of whoni lived in
of the National_ Associa- Logaville. Afte,r_
tion .for the Advance- 1984 election, just two
ment of Colored People blacks renialneil In the
voted Saturday to seek General Assembly.
the review, according to
Johnson said the Kena statement issued tucky NAACP also
Monday.
wants a review of the 1st
John Johnson, Ken- Congressional District
tucky NAACP presi- in extreme western .
dent, said- the state Kentucky.
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AROUND THE HOUSE
The verdict on antiques:

'
guilty

By COLONIAL HOMES
A Hearst Magazine
In 1949 Irving Berlin warned Broadway
theatergoers at "Miss Liberty" to beware of
"antiques as old as seven weeks" - and the antiques market'has not changed much since.
There are fakes to be found in the antiques
market from glossy big city auction houses to
quaint rural shops, according "to the JanuaryFebruary issue of Colonial Homes, and a sharp
eye for detail' is the buyer's best protection
against them.
Leigh Keno, vice president of Christie's- Appraisals Inc. in New York, advised what to look
for and what to avoid.
"My attitude is that an antique is guilty until
proven innocent," he said, warning against buying furniture before inspecting it personally.
Caution is important in today's big money antique market, in which many collectors buy for investment. He pointed out that a bonnet-topped
highboy that was considered a bargain when it
sold recently for $75,000 was worth 120,000 in
1974.
_ .- He said Americans tend to buy American,
while foreigners furnishrng New York. City
apartments buy European styles.
Keno advised buyers to start examining a
piece of furniture by trying to determine how
many of the main structural parts are original major replacements- diminish an antique's
value.
" Examine secondary woods used for interior
members and backboards. They can indicate the
country of origin - white pine for American,
beech or oak for English.
Scratch any discoloration of the finish lightly
with a fingernail - virgin wood will appear
beneath the oxidation of a true antique but not
'underneath a stain applied to "antique"
furniture.
Remember that colonial furniture makers
often used-several woods in one piece.
It is rare to find 18th-century furniture with
original upholstery and such pieces probably
belong in museums. At Christie's, Keno said,
they always remove upholstery before appraising a piece so they can examine it down to its
hones.
Patina is important in judging antiques - a
highboy with its original finish is worth three to
four times as much as a refinished piece.
Keno said the 1876 centennial spurred interest
in American furniture and centennial craftsmen
••colonialized" furniture. They carved shells on
old chests and created new pieces with old parts.
Their work can be detected by their Victorian excesses - like an 1.
-century sentence in a 19thcentury paragraph.

Pieces made before the centennial used
-,moritse-and-tenon construction. Dowels indicate
later construction. A piece with both may have
been an old one repaired for the centennial
market.
•
Keno said that Xmerican craftsmen tended to
take European designs and have fun with them.

Miirray Ledger & Times

until proven innocent'

He said if you examine Queen Anne furniture
made in rural Connecticut as late as 1800, you .
find its design exaggerated with a whimsical
sprightliness.
Keno agreed with Colonial Homes: that
amateur antique assessors .should equip
themselVes with a tool kit that includes a pen

The media room has become
remodeling, addition priority

flashlight with magnifying glass attached,
calipers for checking shrinkage-on turnings, a
tape measure and a magnet for identifying
brass, which is not magnetic..
Keno advised sticking with fingernails to test
oxidation - puuing t pocket knife for the purpose could give a dealer cardiac arrest.

HOMES FOR AMERICANS

Kitchens, bathrooms, survey found that more
head where diffused
family rooms and than 100 stationg expect
lighting will not reflect
master bedroom suites to be broadcasting in
'onto the screen," he
have each in turn been stereo by the end of 1985.
suggests.
the fash4onable room to Some stations are
A room with
remodel-or add in already producing
nonreflective surfaces
American homes.
stereo programs, accor- offers
the best viewing
Now the- media room ding to the publication.
environment. Bright'
has been added to the
Stereo sound is an ad- primary
colors should
list. The media room in vance ,in television
be avoided in media
which television, audio technology that should
rooms because they Cali
equipment and bring viewers the same
distort the picture on the
sometimes a home com- quality of sound they
screen.
se
puter are arranged for already enjoy on FM
,The larger the televimaximum user. conve- radio broadcasts, accorsion screen, the more
r ,
nience Is being ushered ding to Gerald M. McTerroc•
important its placement
in on a wave of increas• Carthy, a Zenith Elecin the room. Images are
ed sales of videocassette tronics Corp. executive.
best seen head on with
recorders, home comAs stations prepare to large screens
in a proputers and video games. broadcast in stereo,
jection system, while
Another new develop- most manufacturers of
the viewing angle can be
ment that also supports television 'sets are inmuctv broader if a stanthe growth of the media troducing new models
dard glass-enclosed set
room is the improve- with built-,,in stereo
is used.
ment in television sound. They are also
The worst possible
scrund. For years, the providing adaptors that
listening environment
picture on the television can be used to improve
would be an unfurnished
screen got better while the sound in existing
concrete cube whose
the sound remained the sets. In addition, some
• hard surfa.Ces and
same. But now there are television sets can be
parallel walls would
signs that The time has connected to separate
create echoes, accorcome for sound to stereo speakers to take
ding to audio component
improve.
advantage of the quality producer
Bang &
Television stations in speakers an individual
Olufsen. However, moat
most of the country's may already have.
rooms have enough furmajor metropolitan
With so many im- niture and other decoraareas have already intion to inhibit echoes
stituted or are planning provements on the
and other acoustic
Doubi• Gorog•
stem television broad- horizon, this is a good
2C
problems.
casts, according to a time to upgrade the
Although today's
survey of stations Con- listening and viewing
NA1 293K
audio and video producted by a trade environment into a
ducts
are extremely admedia room. According
FLOOR PLAN
publication.
A "Television Digest" to Philip Mazzurco, vanced in comparison to
lo<ot,or,
Areas
media rooms require the products of a decade
CO gar dr
close attention to earlier, advanees in this
1.11!In9 A!ed
a- Ai Si
Gar 8 aolmci Rrst
.P'
I
lighting, seating, wiring field tend to come along
drirewar
Basemeot
•
"
and placement of equip- at a fairly rapid rate.
„Apr,
Mazzurco offered a
ment for acoustic perTHEALIA*1-0F THIS HOUSE IS a south-facing sun room that stores
look into the future of
solar energy in its dark, ceramic-tiled flooring for release after dark. ineverything else, formance as well as
audio and video in his7-1 side, the family room has a sloped ceiling and a teak
visual
attract
iveness
.
fast corner: Plan
although not necessarily
book. He predicts voiceHA1293K has 1,484 square feet. Formore informartA write- enclosthis minute." Be careful To illustrate the ways
activated systems will
ing a stamPed, self-addressed envejope - to architect Charks.Koty, 27
of what "not necessarily components can be arBarry Park Court, Searingtown, NY. 11507.
ranged
in
a
media
room, become the rule, and
this minute" might
that personal record,
Mazzur
co
wrote
"The
mean.
tape and disc libraries
When there is an Media Design Book,"
will become obsolete in
which
provide
s
ideas
for
emergency, such as a
favor
of a central
414OP MURRAY FIRST—
integra
ting
components
clogged drain or a
library network to
into
home
and
office
broken zipper, forget
which consumers will
about the pad and media rooms. '
subscribe. Listeners
whatever arrangement
Lighting is crucial to will be able to
retrieve
you have made. Oral such a room, Mazzurco
by computer hookup
communication is in said. The general prin- any
selection desired
order, although Os well ciples established when
that the library has.
-not to embark on this' television first came
inEven before this
course with any sign of to home use in the 1950s
change, however, will
aggressiveness. The remain essential.
be the demise of_. the
main thing is that you "Never watch in
40
total* loni-playing Tecoi•d.
•
send out the message darkness. Never allow
Compact "discs "have
andgetan anything to shine onto.. been
500 S. 4th
Murray 753-6450
' 11..
4ft
.,,7""*
"
.
.
...•
demonstrated to be
Sale Ends
acknowledgement it has the screen or obstruct a superio
Store Hours: 7 To 5 Mon.-Fri., 7-2 Sat.
r in all respects"
been received. You view of the screen.
1-19-85w
and will eventually
don't want to risk any "I Place the light
source' replace the LP, accordidn't hear yoU" or "I behind the viewer'
s ding to Mazzurco.
don't remember."

Have you done your chores, dear?
where you have some
free time, you don't
forget what it was you
were supposed to do. A
quick glance at the pad
and you know what it is.
You don't always do it
instantly, but you no
longer have the excuse
that you have forgotten
it.
Then there's the matter of priority. There
are two ways to handle
that. If the new project
does not require immediate attention but
should take precedence
over what already has
been written down, we
put a big X next to it, big
enough so it can't be
overlooked. That X
means "take note, this
is to be done ahead of

Rickman
Norsworthy

LUMBER COMPANY,INC

0

"Old Man Winter"

Seal Him Out With
Expanding Foam

CALL TOLL FREE 759-4026—CHECK
OUR PRICES

Kitchen
Cabinets

TREAS

50% Off

BUILDING CENTERS

Merillat
In Stock - Buy Now!

r ALL TOLL FREE 759-4026-CHECK
OUR PRI E

By ANDY LANG
AP Newsteaturest,
This scene is repeated
again and again In
every house:
"Dear," she says,
"you still haven't opened those two windows
that have been stuck for
a year. how about doing
it now?"
"I can't," he replies,
remembering that the
football game (or
whatever) is about to
starts "why didn't you
tell me about it this morning? L had plenty of
time then."
"I didn't think of it
then," she says,
"Besides, I told you
about it last week."
"Well, it'll have to
wait now," he says. "I'll
do it over the weekend."
And sometimes he
does. And sometimes,
times being what they
are, she does it herself.
We - have solved the
problem .(in a way) in
our house. We don't tell
each other about things
that have to be done. We
write them down.
We keep two -large
pads in two handy
places. One is where I
can't help but see it very
often. The other is in her
constant line of vision.
When she wants windows unstuck or a
faucet washer changed
or a wall fastener put
up, she writes it on my
pad. When I want socks
darned, a tear mended
or a new tube of
toothpaste. I write it on
her pad.
Our agreement is that
each of us must look at
his or her pad at least
once a day. Neither
needs to be reminded of
it. When you know the
, pad is there, and that
something new may
have beeen written on it,
curiosity impels you to
take a peek now and
then, if only to find out
what is being cooked up
for you. Besides, there
is a certain satisfaction
In doing the assigned
.. task, srossing out ,t),
•
.,
notation and theq,,rat-,chill& the other persou
express surprise and
pleasure that it has
already been done. .
The big advantage of
this system is that when
you run into a period

Storm
Doors

12 Oz. Can

$4988

36 Oz. Can
161 Aluminum

3.99
Reg. 16.99 Sale 11.99
Reg. 5.59 Sale

759-4026
Electrical

Contractors
and
//,Builders.
'Call Steve
/ • ..idr.),
at
759-4026
,7.
41111
...
wit- Ini
f
Let'us
Make You
Money!
'
Call Now!

Wire

$2195.
12/2 WG 250 Ft.

Bathroom
Vanity

-$4488
•19"x17"
With Top_

Wall
Paint
99

$c
40,

Gal.

_
Store Hours:
Mon..Frtf:
7:30 til 5:00
Saturday
MOO HI 4:00

Pipe Insulation

Heater

For Hot & Cold Pipes
To Fit'2" a /
3
4" Copper Tubing

$9995

We Stock

R-19 26Sq. Ft.

Ruth-Berry
Well

R-1115:,. Ft.

Pumps.

Unfaced & In Rolls

Cash
& Carry

40°/

25' National

Steel
Tape

pi/asBUILDING

L

•

Off

`

Pre-Cut 2x4 Wallpaper
Waferboard
Economy 89`
0 on
Utility $1.29
$499
$1.59
,
s
iocA
k
ilpa
l
2tt5erns
,." 4'x8'
Stud Grade

7--W
4026

100/

Insulation

30 Gal. Electric

#

,
Glidden Spread

Water

/
11118k,
on sale now!
- 2 for 95c

One Block South Of Square
Benton, Ky. .

Above Prices Picked Up,At Our Store

CALL TOLL FREE 759-4026—CHECK OUR
PRICES
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Penguins fall to MSU in OT

Iii

.

By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
•
A season-high crowd,
of 4,350 witnessed the
Murray State overtime
V ictory over
Youngstown State,66-62, Monday night in
Racer Arena. A televised audience, except in
Murray where there Are
no cable connections,
watched the game
through the lenses of the'
SportsTime Ca-ble
Network.
While most of the
players did their talking
on the court,- here's
-what- game stars Craig
Talley and Zedric
Macklin of -MSIT ha:d-to
say afterwards.
Talley: "In the first
_half I was tight. Once I •
missed about two
Jumpers from outside, I
didn't want to shoot for
a while. I had to (shoot)
in the stretch because
Coach (Ron Greene)
told me and Zedrie we lted to shoot more.
"In the second half I

MSU 66
1SU 62
-ii OT

•

started off with an air
ball and that -didn't help
my confidence any." ,
The 6-4 senior from
Baltimore, Md., managed to overcome his lack
of confidence and ended
up titting nine of 15
from the field and six of
seven .free throws to
record a- career-high24*
points.
While Talley -Was
relishing the pressure
cooker finish, his teammate Macklin said, "I'd
rather stay out of those
situations," preferring
the recent MSU romps
to a tight knucklebiter.
But going into the %Xtra period, Macklin said
he felt the momentum
belonged to Murray_
despite a missed assignment that sent the game
into overtime.
"We have a set play
We execute with 15
seconds left." Macklin
recalled, "but when we
started it there was 11
seconds on the clock'
when I looked up. When

ha'
wit
fin
Hi
Tig
M(
Ma

I looked back up there
At the other end of the
were ordy four seconds court there was a lot of
to go. I should have shot disappointment for
it, but I tried to dish it- Youngstown State and
off to Mike (Lahm) and its coach, Mike Mee.
don't think he Was ex•'When you're on the
pecting W.
,'
row:Land start the- stall
Lahm"wasn't, the shot early, you've got to be
never got off in time and able to make your free
the game went into the throws. We didn't make
extra period tied 52-all. our free throws," Rice
Said Greene about the lamented. "Plus, with
game, "I 'don't know Talley making all those
why we played tentative -shots at the end - that
tonight. But, as I've said was the difference in the
before, winners find a game.
*
way to win. We found
"If I had it all to do
the golden basket when hverit again, I probably,
we needed it late in the would .11ave changed
game. I think the first defenses on him. We
haJf_might havewon the were giving up the shots
game for us, though, -we wanted them-to-take
because we were able to but Talley was coming
shoot 36 percent from up with those
the field and still lead by miraculous shots again
three at halftime and again."
(26-23)."
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"I was glad. as heck
we didn't let this one Slip
away from us. And we
were slipping rather
perilously, there for
awhile," Greene said.

con

---ithcritutke game ...

BOARDWORK. NOT BORED WORK
(Alpo -e) Murray State center Mike Lahm (52)
toed rider,in his quest for a stickback
ha
Inc on ay's Oldn-- Valley Conference gerne.
Lahm didn't get thisharsket. but he connected on
1VOth ends of the two,shot foul afterwards- Watching the action (left) is Youngstown State coach
Mike Rice whose team fell to $-7 with the overtime loss.
Staff photos by Jim Rector

Macklin hit two free
- 'From staff and
throws to tie the game
AP reports
Sharp shooting at the with 2 : 1 5 left.
free throw line preserv- Youngstown - State's
ed an overtime victory next shot, a layup by
for Murray State as the Bruce Timko, was
Racers hit eight of 10 blocked by center Mike
from the line in the ex- Lahm.
tra period Monday night
Murray then milked
to edge visiting the clock down for a
Youngstown State 6662. final shot, but Macklin
Murray State's Craig • didn't see the time runnTalley scored a season- ing out and tried to dish
high 24 points, including off to Lahm instead of
seven in overtime, to taking a shot. Time exlead the Racers, who pired without -MSU getare 13-2 overall and 3-0 ting a shot off.
Talley opened up the
in the conference.
Youngstown State fell tr.i- extra period with two
quick baskets to give
)34 and 1-2.
With Murray State Murimy a 56-52 lead.
trailing-52-48 in regula- Two free throws by
tion, Talley hit a freshman guard Tern
20-footer and Zedric Scott kept the lead at

0

four, at -60-56; with -37
seconds left.
When Youngstown
State intentionally foul,
Macklin and Talley
responded with three
free throws each to
preserve the victory. .
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YOUNGSTOWN ST. (112) Keshhck 6-12 9-11 21, it Robinson 4•7
0-3 b. Williams 2-9 1-3 5. Cherry 2-5
6-6 VI. rinalie 1.6 4-4 6, gt Habitioun
41-0 0-0 0..ftobbins 4-1 2-4 10.- Fulcher
0-0 0-0 0. Luton 0-0 0.0 O. Gilmore 1.4
0-0 2 Totals 20-49 22'131 62
MURRAY ST.
- Martin 2

24Ca:
67-:

1-25..Gbass 61-5LL
hm2 10 2 23_
Talley 9-15 6-7 24. Macklin 2-97 10 it.
Llndauer 0-0 0-0 0, Scott 0-1 3-5 3

as
be(
cou
Lal

Boyd 0-0 0-0 0, linonston 1 1 1 3 3
[basis 0-00.00 Totals 21-50 24-35 66
Halftime
26. 1St' 23 Fooled out - Y St• • and
Gilmore MSU - Martin. Glass and
Lahm Rebounds - YSL: 36 . Cherry
81, MSt• 35 Lahm 104 Assists I'M. it Cherry
Macklin and Scott 2. 'Total fouls YSL''24 MSC 25 A - 4.350
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Lady Racer, win two in a row

MSU rallies to whip YSU,81-71
- along with -forward
By JIM RECTOR
Mary Jo Vodenichar,
Sports Editor
An entire lineup but in the second half
change altered the Lady the Murray defense shut
Raters, outlook on the off Vodenichar inside
game -_and by the ittsU__--ancV-Carson- drakt"-t hurl
--buzzer -Murray State' the Lady Race rs
had wrestled an 8.1-71 because she was silentvictory from visiting ed,from 13:43 until 3:37
Youngstown State Mon when she scored tw_o
layups on fast breaks.
day night.
Carson still led all
In the first -periOd
Murray was held scorers with_ 22.
scoreless until the Lady Vodenichar had 17. •
Penguins had scored 10
Murray got back in
points. From there the the game with 18 points
host Murrayans fell from Mina Todd. 14
behintl by as much as 14 coming in the second
half. Madge Smalley adtwice t 2-2-8. and 24-10
before- clawing back for ded 15 points in what
the win.
Childers said was
' We've just got to "probably her best
learn that we can't keep game in a Murray State
spotting- teams 10-point uniform.''
Melody Ottinger conleads and then expect to
come back and win.•' tributed 17 points and
said MK; Coach Bud between he,r and
Childers whose record Smalley the duo comthis season is now 7-8 bined fcir 16 free throws
and 2-1 in
Ohio on -19 'attempts. As a
Valley Conference. •
-team, Murray 'collected
Two strategy changes _25 points on 30 charity
gave aid to the Murray shots.
cause.. One was the comIn the last :51 of the
plete 4ineup shuffle game, ,Ottinger sank.
when the Lady Racers four-of-four at the line:
fell behind 10-0.'The se- Smalley hit three-ofcond was when the hosts four.
•
went to a box-and-one
Childers was proud of
defense with a chaser on the team effort by this
Youngstown's Daniele MSU women, but he
pointed to Todd as being
Carson.
Carson Scored 11 the ,ratalyst of the
points in the first _half game.

•

"She was,the one person you could point 'to
that got us back in the
game_, Mina hit tivo
20 -footers when

bench to snatch nine for
the visitors.
The Lady Racers will
get a chance to try fora
third straight victory

out and we had to shift travel to Cape
her out front."
Girardeau on WednesTodd's buckets came day to play Southeast
at 2:25 to put Murray up Missouri (7:30 p.m.)
72-67. then she con- before making the OVC
nected again a minute Death. Valley trip to
later to give the Lady Eastern Kentucky
Racers a 74-69 lead. • (Saturday) and
Todd has now scored Morehead State
in doable figures in 12 of (Monday).
.her last 13 games.
_.
MURRAY STATE (81) - Todd
Murray dominated 8-17 2-2 18. Smalley 3-6 9-10 15.
Hayden 3-9 0-0 6, °Ringer 5-8 7-9 17:
the boards against-the Smith
- 3-8 1-2 7; Lane 3-5 1-1 7:
visitors from the north, Logsdon 1-3 1-2 3; Mulllruut 1-3 44 6;
Kobring
1-30-02 Totals - 25-63 26-30
claiming 49 rebounds to
81
the Penguins' 33.
YOUNGSTOWN STATE
4
Sinalley and Smith each Brunot 241.55; Vodenichar 7.18 3,
17, Porter 3-7 0-06; Peters 6-12 0-0,
grabbed nine to-pace 12 • Carson.10-19. 2-3 22; Slmione.0-1
MSC while Dorothy 2-32. Bowers 2-4 3-4 7'tails - 30-68
71.
Bowers -came off tile 11-19
Halftime - TSU 39. MSU

Tiger'stats -corrected,
rescheduled games listed
for Murray High hoopers
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I'LL HUFF AND PLL PUFF ...- Craig Talley steels himself with a deep breath before unleasbing a
senisF forward from
critical free throw in the overtime period against Youngstown State.
Baltimore, Maryland, hit six of seven free throws and scored a career high 24 paints to give Murray
State a 66-62 conference victory in Racer Arena.
Staff photosjPby olirn Rector

-Here are :the cor- begins et 6:30 p.m. .
rected statistics from
Friday Murray High
Saturday's Murray hosts Calloway County
High boys varsity with the girls beginning
basketball. game at play at 6:30 p.m. SaturFulton County.
day Murray's girls play
Mark West scored 14, a rescheduled game at
Steve Rutledge 24, Paul home against Reidlimd.
eight Derby trophies,
LOORVILLF, .Ky
Dailey 2, Jay Wells 12, The junior varsity girls
It
Team
(Ay) .- Calumet nominated Best By Taber,' Icousk al
Stan Rutledge 11, Mike begin play at 6 p.m:
37
Farms nominated eight Test, Kentucky Cookin, Iliann Smith
Wilkins 6.* and Shawn
.14:
Wingloot Golf Shop
throughbreds
for the -Red Chief, Red Attack, •Paradise
McClure 2.
34
Kennels
. „
May 4 Kentucky Derby, Room 'Two Twenty, -Millington Auto Rie. Plc
We regret the erNoel Tas Servo" 2i•
the -first nominations Speed Play, -.Vest the Joyce High
roneous information
Team fa roe . Si •
Power
and
Perfect
received
by
Churchill
Acoustical
Tahers
printed in- Monday's
WASHINGTON ( AP)
Golf
Blend.
_ ,Mi-Cuistim
sports section.
- Martina Navratilova Downs for the 111th
Auto Klei in,
Calumet's hopefuls
Two genie's involving knocked off Manuela running of the classic.
(lame .
Tigard
High
for the Oaks include VI, Cuiston Auto Electrii
Murray High basketball Maleeva, 6-3, 6-2, in
.
Calumet also Dreamworld. Just Tabors Acoustical •
teams-this week will be Monday night's final of
flolf Shop '
rescheduled games in- the $150.000 Virginia nominated 'six fillies, Juliet, Mint Leaf, Near VI ingfout
High Team Series(. •
•
cluding tonight's varsity Slims of Washington Monday for the Ken- Miss and White Cross.
inglool Golf Shop
The track Nerd McCuiston Auto Ele(tri• •
boys matchttp at MHS tennis tournament to tucky Oaks on May 3.
•
Acoustical
The Lexington farm, nominations for both Taber%High Teamiterleg
against Wing°. The record her 100th totirnaKlettrii
Into
McNnaton
which already owns races close Feb. 15.
Junior varsity game ment victory.

Calumet Farms nominate eight
for May 4 Kentucky Derby-race

Local Bowling

‘I
b
Dwayr
P°t
taci
r
poi
boat
G re;
Eric
for 2

Diller or Dollar
144- 44.4Ir

Corn.Austin Will Be Closed
Wed., Jan. 16th To Prepare
For Their Famous Final
Markdown Sale That Begins
Thurs., 17th at 9:00 a.m.
The Prices Will Be
Unbelievable!
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Murray Lady Tigers in trouble
after losing third district game
By CHRIS EVANS
Sports Writer
MAYFIELD - After
having its first district
win of the season at its
finger tips the Murray
High School Lady
Tigers fell a grip short
Monday night in
Mayfield as the Tiger
women bowed to the
Lady Cardinali 56-49.
Only two points shy of
the hosts with less than'
2:00 remaining in the
contest the Lady Tigers
fell victim to a turnover
and a short stall which
ended with a Mayfield
layup by Missy Kelton.
The• basket gave the
Cardinal women the advantage and forced
Murray.to have to foul
its opposition in hopes of
regaining possession of
the ball. But time just
ran out on the Lady
Tigers as they fell to 0-3
in the district.
"We dug ourselves in
a hole in the third
quarter," - said Murray
coach Jimmy Harrell.
"I can't question our
comback, but it's a four

YOUR MORE THAN ONE COMPANY AGENCY
LINDY SUITER

Carlisle Co.
hosts Lakers
on Saturday
Calloway' County
Athletic Director JIM
Nix has announced the
rescheduling of a pair of
boys basketballgames
postponed on Jan. 5
because../4.2un_w-This Sario'-'•.;;,
19, the Laker varsity
boys' game will be
playtd at Carlisle County High .immediately
following the junior varsity boys game which ,
begins at 6:30 p.m.

901 SYCAMORE

National Basketball issociation
National Basketball Astoostions
At A Glance
By The Associated Press
EASTERN CONFERENCL
Atlantic Division
W L Pct
Roston
32-6
842
Philadelphia
.31
A
1938
Washington..
21 17
553
New Jersey a
IS to
474
New York
13 27
325
Central Division
Milwaukee
26 14
850
Detroit
.21 -16
.606
Chicago
19 - 19'5 5500"
Atlanta
15 22, 406
Indiana '
11 26
297
levetand
10 25
246
WESTERN CC;11IFERENCE
Midwest Diviston
21 l6_
22 17
20 17
17 21
16 20
13 24

Houstore.Denver
Dallas
Ulah
San Antonio
Kansas City

Fec,fx Onol
ort12

GB
ii
11
14
20

3
6
1.10,
13,
1

544
541 " 1
447
411
444"5 4
351
8

1. A Laker.
Phoenix
1. A Clippers
Portland
'Seattle
Golden State

20
17
8
17
10
Monday's Geniis
Washington 191. Cleveland VI
Chicago 122. Denver 113
Tuesday% Gaines
Philadelittla at New York
AUanta at Indiana
- &Milt at Bon Antonio
L A Laken at Milwaukee
Cleveland at Kansas City
Dallas at Golden State
Houston at Portland
L A Clippers vs Seattle at Tacoma
Wednesday's Games
Chicago-at -New Jersey
Atlanta it Philadelphia
L A Leiters at'Boston
Golden State at Denver

Murray took a fivepoint lead at the end of
the third period and held
off a late Mayfield rally
to even the series between the two schools
this season at 1-1.

61..
$it
9
94

-

Was

D
Y''alait
al hIng"n
at Pha
oe
t ntik
vtah
Houston at L A Clippers

TheTop iikenty
By Associated Press
T4ie Top Twenty teams in inc Associated Press college basketball poll, with first-place votes in parentheses
total points based on
20-19-18-17-16-15-14.13.12-11-10-9-8 7-6-5-4-3-2-1
record
through Sunday. Jan 13 and last week's ranking
Record Pis Pt.
1 Georgetown I 61.
15-0
1239
1
2 Duke cl-r
, 12-0
1174
2
.A.SP-.Mathodiat
. 1.44
4. St_ John's
11.1' -1042 3
5 Memphis St
11-1
950
6 North Carolina
12-2
5
KM

TWO FOR 32 - Murray High sharpshooter
Sheri Swift (32) lofts this shot over Mayfield's
. Laura Potts (24) for two of her 14 points Monday
night. Despite the team•leading scoring effort by
Swift, the Lady Tigers dropped the district game
at Mayfield. 56-49.
Photo by Chris Evans

7 Syracuse
b• Indiana
9 Kansas
10 De.Paul
11 IllinoiS
12 Louisiana Te.h
13 Oklahoma
14 Oregon St
15 Boston College '
16 La Commonwealth
17 OtiorgiaTech
IS Villanova
19 Michigan St
20 Tulsa

Monday's College Basketball Scores
Jacksonville 04 Cent Florida 49
By The Associated Press
Marshall 74 Appalachian St 57
EAST
Maryland 78 Duke 76 OT
CEJ1115htfl 70. Vermont
Memphis St 56 Tulane
-Columbia 53. Lehigh 47. OT
Middle Tenn 45 E Kentucky 43
Hotsta 71. Wagner 67
Murray St 86 Youngstown St'62.
Holy Cross 106, Assumption 87
'OT
•
Maine 8.5. St Emmen. 5; Y 65
Navy 94 Bethany-34
Marist 51. Boston U 45
N Carolina A&T 52 I.elaware St
,Mihlerxvllle 70. St Francis. Pa 64
46
Monmouth 75. Long Island
73
St. John's K. Pittsburgh 66
ftadforerkt- Carnpheti 57
•
Siena 86. Tufts 51 Samford577, Florida ABM 74
West Virginia 72. Duquesntrik2
Southern r -106
5.; Miss Valley 9€. SOUTH
20T
Alcorn St 73. Gramblirig St 54
Tern -Chattanooga 76. VMI 60
Austin Peay 54. Akron 52
Tennessee Tech 76. Morehead St,,
Citade-F73. Fur1Tian -65
64
Georgia Tech 86. N C -Charlotte
Va Commonwealth 65 James
O4
Madison 52
Howard 85. S Carolina St 64
Virginia Tech 85. Florida St 71

•.
.

lb-1
11 9
12-2
10-3
13-4
13.1
ii 3
13.1
11-3
10-1
30.3
5.3
12-2
112

835/
700 11
698 10
485 13
472 15
455 14
427
425 20
386 12
350 18
Ur'
281 16
225 I7
94

The Murray boys extra period, Murray's
barely missed making it basket was cancelled by
a doubleheader sweep a traveling call and
on Monday as they were from there the Carnipped in overtime; dinals scored and held
54-50, by the Cardinals. on to the lead for the
wain.
James Payne had 20
Both teams shot 20
points, Darrell Miller field goals aticl_hsath athad 10 and Chandler tempted 26 free throws.
Stroup added eight in The difference in the
the losing effort. It was game was Mayfield's
a 15-foot shot by Scott ability to convert 14
Foster at the buzzer that charity attempts into
tied the game for the points while Murray hit
host Murrayans, but in only 10.
the overtime the
Thursday both Murmgmentum switched to ray Middle School
the Cardinals.
teams host South
On the first play of the Marshall..

e

• 1A CaroLlna6t.
Tennessee St
65
MIDWEST
DePaul 64, Old Demi/4143n 68
Ill -Chicago 75. Cleveland St 72 ,
Indiana St 76. Bradley 71
St Louis 71 Butler 54
Valparaiso 53. Wis -Green Bay 47
SOUTHWEST
Arkansas St 62 Tennessee St 61
.-Lamar 77 SW Louisiana 64
Prairie View AkM 91, Jackson St
78
Texas Southern 74. Alabama St
07
Tulsa 71 Oral Roberts 61 Vi Texas St 74. Texas-San Antorno 76
FAR WEST
"Brigham Young-6$ Hawaii 75 0T
E Wasnusgton 66 Idaho St 53
•

lientuck), High School Basketball Poll
Kentucky Prep Basketball Patti
By The Associated Press
•
The Top 10 teams in the Kentucky Associated Press
boys and girls high school basketball poll, with first
place votes,, records as of Jan. 13 and total points,
Boys
1 Lou Seneca .13.
13-1 130
2 Lex Catholic
14,1 1014
3 Owensboro
11-1 94
1 Pulaski Co
14-1 SS
5 Lou PRP
13-3 76
6 Scott Co
ILI 87
7 Madisonville
9-2 29
8 Marshall Co
9•3 213
9 Lou Trinity
10-1 24
10_ Lex
Others receiving votes Clay County. Hopkinsville.
Washington'Co
Mason Co Green
Lex Tates
_

BARRETT'S
SERVICE CENTER

Creek
Apoitcr--Howitng Green Anderson
Co Lou am.s Greenup Co MC Napier
Girls
1 Lou Atherton 13,
14-0 130
2 Marshall Co
10-1 1018
3 Whitesburg
6-1 92
4 Laurel Co
4-4 51
5 Oldhiuri L'o
91 1:
6 ItowanCo
12-1 44
7 Allen Co -Scts‘11
10-3 42
Pulaski Co
9-2 41
9 Whitley Co , tie
II 1 34
Frank Simp tie
10-4 34
10 BelfrvIll 28
Others receiving votes Meade Co Lou Southern
taxity rue ISSI5114
,
r0SveCO
Henry Clay Nelson Co
Pikeville Garrard Co
Owensboro CaLholo

Kentuek High School Basketball Scores
Kentucky Prep Basketball
Clark Co_ 56. Bourbon Co 46
Monday's Games
Cumberland 51 Harlan 49
Boys
Dayton-127Bellevue 99
• - Lew-- Wargener 93, 1./Jii-Etanget
Hardin 55. N Hardin 40
59
GsimLrd Co 43, Somerset 77
I.yon Co 60. Mayfield Sk
Greenup Co 53 Fairview 42
Girls
Henry Co 56. Pleasure Ridge
Anderson Co 65, W Anderson
Perk 36
„Bardstown Bethlehem -54. Builitt....-,Jeffersontown 59 N Butlitt
34
East 51
i • Laurel Co 56. Pulaski Co 44
Boyle Co 68- Mercer Co. 49
Livtrispri Central 83 S Hopkins
Caldw611 Co 52. Hopkinsville 44 • 54
Calloway Co 67 Carlisle Co 28
Lou F.astern 16 Lou Seneca 45

Lou Southern.57 Lou Ballard 35
Lowes 47 Symsonia 43 OT
•
Marion Co. 62. M_ Hardin SZ _
Makfleld 56. Morriss 49
MC Napier 68 Allen Central 51
Oldham Co 42, Meade Co 41
Oneida Baptist 41,4a80od 39
Scott Co 40 Grant Co 30 .
Sedatta 51 Farmington 50
Warren Central 68 Ohio Co 50
Washington Co 01 Bardtown 44
Whitesburg 91. Lawrence Co 37

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
901 S. SYCAMORE

,

753-8355

Rath. it COMPUTER
thaele I CENTERS

Has Moved To
200 N. 4th Street
Former Location Of Hendon's Service Station-

Oil Changes - Mufflers
Brakes - Shocks - Minor Repairs
SERVICE SPECIALS

SALE! DOT-MATRIX PRINTER
FOR TEXT AND GRAPHICS!
Save
950

FRONT DISC
BRAKES

$5495*

$2995*

Installed

Installed

New Front Disc Brakes
Turn Rotors
Inspect Bearings
Inspect Seals
Repack Bearings
Rood Test

Double Wrapped
Aluminized Shell
Welded Baffles & Seams
Whisper Quiet Sound

2
219
1
22
26

684
513
462
447
436
2711

College Basketball Top 20 Poll

MMS girls win second game
but MMS boys nipped in OT

MUFFLERS

753-8355

College Basketball llondav Results

The game was a
"We've had three
positive experience for ballgames in a row that
the reserves, however, have been reasonably
as both teams were able easy for us," said Orr,
to clear their benches. "but now we've got
For the Calloway some tough times
starters,_ though, the ahead. We're right back
lack of playing time in it with the teams this
damaged their' week."
statistics, somewhat.
CARLISLE COUNTY
Calloway's Tracy
13rown 12, Gilbert 8, Roell 4, Davis 2.
Banks came off the Carter 2 Totals- 10 8.14 28 Fouls bench to lead her team- 12.
CALLOWAY
(RD mates with 12 points Moss 4. Malcolmoottrirr
4. Anderson 4.. Hill
while another reserve, 6, GaUimore 6. Darnell 6. Eldredge
Marquardt 2. Johnapn 6. TracyJoanna Gibbs, collected 2.
Banks 12. Grimes 2. Higgins 2
nine.
Woods 2. Joanna Gibbs 9 Totals 7.18 67 Fouls - 10
In all, 14 Lady Lakers 30Halftime
- Calloway 38-8
managed to score during the contest.
Carlisle County, comprised of four
sophomores and four
freshmen, were led by
Stephanie Brown with 12
points.
Calloway leaves its
bunny schedule for the
Amy Parks had 21 renext few weeks as the bounds to go with her six
Lady Lakers host points as her Murray
Paducah St. Mary on Middle School Lady
Thursday before travel- Tigers overcame
ing to district rival Mur- visiting Mayfield, 30-24,
ray High on Friday.
Monday night.
Ann Greenfield had
the hot scoring hand
with 13 points for the
Lady Tigers who improved to 2-5.
/7,

PAGE 9
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quarter baligame and if reminder that the Lady
you let one quarter slip Lakers topped Murray
away from you you'll 59-38 in the last meeting,
end up getting beat by Dec. 14, still haunts Harit."
rell and his team.
After leading 27-22 at
"If we would have
the half Murray was won tonight (Monday)
stifled in the third we could have dictated
period by the Mayfield it. We would have had
defense as it held the what we wanted. We
Lady Tigers to ohly six- --said before the game
points while its offense tonight that we could
rounded up 20.
determine our owp
Murray battled back destiny but now we've
from a 14-point deficit just got to wait and
with 5:52 left in the see," Harrell said.
game and brought the
Murray's freshmen
decision down to the boys also fell victim to
wire, but to no avail as Mayfield in the first
the Mayfield girls pick- game of the
ed up their first district doubleheader as the
win against two Losses.
hosts turned back the
"We're 0-3 in the Tigers 45-34. Jason Hunt
district now," said Har- led the Murray offense
rell. "That means we've with 12 paints while
got to beat Calloway Mark Miller added 10
(Friday night at home...i .
- points. Murray is now
and Mayfield when they. 3-2.
come over to our place.
Scoring
MURRAY .49) - D Ridley 52-4
If we do that there is
12. Thompson 40.08; Swift 4 6-8 14.
still a chance we won't K Ridley 5 1-3 11, Thurmond 1 2.24
Totals - 19 11-15 49
be in the bottom seat."
MAYFIELD 56 - B Jackson 3
The Lady Tigers will 3-79,
Payne 5 4-6 14, D.Jackson 35.7
entertain Calloway 11, Fltigerald 4 3-5 11; Kelton 39-6 9.
Potts 1 0.02 Totals - 19 18-31 56.
County Friday night on
Halftime - Murray 27. Mayfield
the Murray floor but the 22

The Lakers totally
took cOntrol of the glass
with a 40-19 rebounding
differential.
Monday both , CCMS
teams travel to Benton.

ARV 15, 1985

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY

CCMS wins pair over
host South Marshall
Calloway County Middle School's Lady
Lakers remained
undefeated (5-0) by edging host South Marshall,
39-34, Monday night.
The CCMS Lakers improved to 4-1 with a 57-37
victory over the winless
South Marshall hosts.
The CCMS girls were
down by 11 at halftime,
21-10, but bounced back
to outscore SMMS, 20-6,_
in the third period.
Dawn Sledd led the winners with 13 points and
10 rebounds and teammate Erica Muskgrow
had five crucial steals in
the second half to go
with her 10 points and
eight rebounds.
In the boys game,
Johnny Ahart led the
1,1a.y for CCMS with 16
points, 10 rebounds, and
Darren McCuiston
_backed "him with 14
points and se,yen
boards. Mark Hatcher,
Greg Workman and
Eric Gibson combined
for 22 points in the winning effort.

NI

SCOREBOARD

Lady Lakers enjoy easy win
over host Carlisle Co., 67-28
BARDWELL, Ky. The struggling Carlisle
County girls basketball
program didn't stand a
chance against the hot
Calloway Lady Lakers
Monday night.
After pulling ahead,
24-1, in the first period,
Calloway cruised to a
67-28 victory.
The victory, lopsided
as it was, could have
been a harmful encounter for the 7-2 Lady
Lakers"It could hurt us if the
kids let
said
Calloway Coach John
Orr who continued,
"Anytime you play a
game when you're the
better ballclub you
stand a chance of playing down to their level
instead of improving.
Unless you push it from
the standpoint that
you've got ,to play
against yourself instead
of the other team, then
you take a chance of
taking a step
backwards."

TI ESDA1'.

Monroe Heavy Duty Shocks

AS LOW AS
520 PER
MONTH

CrIlLIRE

a.m.
•

DMP-110

Reg.
399.95

Correspondence-Quality
...Now for Less Than '250

I.

249P5

• Three Modes-Word Processing. Data Processing and
Dot-Addressable Graphi6s'
•Prints 25 tolSO Characters Per Second
•Supports Italics. Underline. Super and Subscripts.
Microtonts. and Proportional Spacing
•Parallel and Color Combuter-Combatible interfaces„.

.

Calt.n•'a a Sanwa marl 01 C0.76r0

Installed
Enjoy Total Support from the World's Largest Compute: Retailer

Phone 753-6001

CHECK YOUR PHONE 11001( FOR THE PARTICIPATING Rake"Oft STORE COMPUTER CERTEROR DEALER NEAREST YOU

siC Most American Cars & Light Trucks. Some Foreign Cars.

0'

•

---

,,'"t

p-1.:o • ,
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By Abigail
Van Buren

Long Journey to Sobriety
Begins With Hesitant Steps

•

-DEAR ABBY:Thanks for printing s'you.print this, sign me ..
RECOVERING
the letter from "Optimistic, the
IN LOUISVILLE
female college student who said she
felt as though she, had really
DEAR RECOVERING:No one
accomplished something that day
even though all she did was go to could have said it-better. Bravo
the mailbox She_said,"I didn't have to you, my friend.,
the guts to go to a 'meeting of
•••
Alcoholics Anonymous, so I wrote
and asked for some literature. I just
14:Ali ABBY: College son dating
read-it: and I feel better already.- •
Abby. please print this message pushy. possessive girl with a lot of
for •'Optimistic": I. too, am a female. hang-ups. What's best way to disI'm now 43 an was in your sho-es-- courage this relationship?
--CONCERNED
fi;r eight long, w.et, miserable years..
•••
I also sent for the Alcoholics
DEAR CONCERNED: Keep.,
Anonymous literature and prayed a
lot..Leven found the guts to attend a mouth shut until college 'son
feels sufficiently pushed and
meeting about once a year, but.
always arrived late, hid in a corner possessed to discourage relationand left early, afraid of being ship himself. Given enough rope.
recognized—then complained (to pushy girl's hang-ups will-bem-yselfi that it was an "unfriendly'' come apparent.
organization.
• .• •
Last year I became so depressed.
that it was -either treatment or
DEAR ABBY: After 12 years of
suicide. Even in that'state Of mind!
knew that treatment offered me marriage, My husband and I realized
that our sex e life was practically
more of a future..
L'Clintacted the Jefferson Alcohol dead, so we went ..to a marriage
and Drug. Abuse- Center here in counselor.
ndhrtard-fis
"iviii—
Louisyil e,,an=ventrrito iTs-35-day - The (S•ti'unieliiii
treatment, programlast February. that a good way to put a little pep in
It's been•slow. Twenty-five years of our marriage would be to tell each
drinking takes its toll.-mentally and other about our sexual fantasies.
Should I tell him about mine? He's
physically. but today I know I am a
survivor. Eleven months of sobriety not in any. of them:
WONDERING
is nothing to brag about. but I feel
better now than I have felt in years
- DEAR WONDERING:Sharing
'aftain'And
- you don't have the.guts th attend a an occasional fantasy can be
meeting yet, and they'll send some- stimulating.i3ut if you can't give
one to take you,. of. have someone 'your husband star billing, you'd
meet You outside the meeting place; better not mention the cast.
It's always easier- to. walk into a
large group of people with sonieone
else.) Go early and hang atound the
coffee pot and just smile. You'll meet
a lot of nice friendly people who
(Getting married? Send for Abby's
have been-in your shoes. Once'you new, updated,expanded booklet,"How
make the commitment to try toit to Have a Lovely Wedding." Send your
with
the program, your life will improve. name and address clearly printed
a check or money order for $2.50 (this
I know this can be said better, but includes postage) to: Dear Abby,
-never more from the heart. I'm still Wedding Booklet, P.O. Box 38923.
not.strong enough to go public, so if Hollywood, Calif. 90038.1

(-AVE SEEN ASIkEr

RE Ar Ti4E E55AN. TAT
I .42ROTE-,OCT
Ci-OR 5'7.1,1A5 v4ca" Ck4

Program to attract doctors CLASSIFIED ADVE K I ISL MEN1S
1 Legal
1
hasn't caught the interest
Legal
1
L e g a I
Samuel V. Duvall,
of two counties' students
919 Coldwater Rd.,
NOTICE OF REQUEST FOR
OWENSBORO, Ky.
(AP) — High school
students in Ohio and
Hancock counties are
ignoring a state program intended to attract doctors to
understaffed areas, according to the Kentucky
Council on Higher
Education.
No students from
either county have
taken part in the Professipnal Educit.tion
Preparation Program's
college preparatory
workshops since they
began in 1981, said
Larry Fowler, director
of special programs for
the council.
He said just two
students 'have indicated
interest in the program.
"It's been a problem," he said. "We'd
love to have students
from those two
counties."
Fowler said that in
October, when the
American College
Testing examinations
were given, only one
,
student from eaCh of the
two counties indicated a
strong interest in a
medical career.
-There are 75 counties
eligible to take part in
the project, established
by the Legislature to
provide increased
medical care to counties
that the federal government has designated as
having too few doctors
and dentists.
"The idea is that a
youngster from, say,
Hancock County, is
more likely to go back
there to practice
medicine than anyone
else," Fowler
explained.
He said the program,
with an annual budget of
$255,000, holds college
preparatory workshops
for graduating high

PERI4AF51401.JEVER A FEL•J WORDS I‘A14T BE IN
ORDER WERE TO TELL .

D SAY TI-kE

fl4ERES

ANSWER IS
"TRU E "

hlOr1-11NO

I LIKE BETTER
IRAN MAKING A
ie COME8PCK!

WHO'S THE LEAP
CHARACTER?

WHAT'6 THE
PLOT?
HEY! I'M
WATCHING
TELEVISIONI5TOP
MAKING. ME
THINK,OKAY?

Interested students
can obtain information
on the program their
schools or from the
council's office in
Frankfort.

Ruth McCown, CR
Box 202, New Con':
cord, KY..Deceased,
Darlyn J. Berg, 2213
Washington St., Two
Rivers, WI 45241 Executrix,
Donald
Jones, 509 Main St.,
Murray, Attorney.

NOTICE TO
CREDITORS
following
The
Estate Fiduciary appointments have
been made in the
CalloA/ay Distvict
Court. All claims
against these estates
should be filed with
the Fiduciary within
six months of date of
qualification.

$33,576,355. The highest
price, $190.33, was
reported at Morehead
and the lowest was
$184.94 at Paducah.
So far this season,
415,151,498 pounds of
burley have been sold in
Kentucky at an average
price of $188.48. At this
time last season, sales
reached 299,483,308
pounds at an average
price of $176.30.

Henry N. -Edwards,
Rt. 1, Alm°, KY.,
Deceased, Opal Edwards Galloway, Rt.
1." Almo, KY., Executrix,
Harold
Hurt, 105 N. 6th,
Murray, Attorney.

Murl Robertson, 104
N. 17th, Murray,
Deceased,
Mary
Beth Harp, 104 N.
17th, Murray, Administratrix, Sid
Easley, 204 S. 6th,
Murray, Attorney.

Margaret C. Duvall,
Fern Terrace LOdge,
Murray. Deceased,

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

2

Answer to Previous Puzzle
01
L 0
A
1 E 11A
E
;11)
I
A
S
A
111.
1l;A
L 0
A
A T
AB
A
A
0
A
•
A
A
!s
ANT
A
,L
A
TORS
RA
M A
E
A
D
AMA S S
ANY1

. 35 Sum
37 Pekoe, e.g.
38 Short jacket
40 Memoranda
42 Equally
43 Surfeits
45 Tidiest
47 Ocean
49 Halt
50 Game
54 Calls
57 Tint
58 Mutual concord
60 Policeman: sl.
61 Anger
62 Sword
63 Pigpen
DOWN
t Female: coisoci
2 Time gone by
3 Nerve networks
4 Objection
4

3

7

5

5 Behold'
6 Poem
7 Depression
8 Not hollow
9 in spite of

8

9

10

11

14

13

MI

II
II

ill

111

ill

NI NMI
II
WI
fil fil
NUN ill
Mil ill
Ell ill kill
NI III
IIII
fill 111
Minn
illill NI
NMI
II ill
MI
II
II
II
id II
ill
ill
lil
itlil

THE GUNMEN ARE IN THE
Necr ROOsi. LET'S' ASK
THEM.

The Calloway County Board of Education Will receive sealed bids for gasoline for
the Calloway County School District until
1:30 p.m., Tuesday, January 22, 1985.
Specifications will be. on file in the
Calloway County Board of Education office
building, 2110 College Farm Road, Murray,
Kentucky, and interested bidders may obtain thellecessary forms there.
The envelope containing the bid shall be
opaque. It shall have written on the outside
the name of the job, the name of the bidder,
and the date and time of bid wening.
The Board reserves the right to reject any
or all bids and waive any irregularities in
bidding.
,

‘.

Angie Dale Gibbs,
CalloXay Co., KY.,
Deceased, Charles
David Gibbs,.1323'4
Main St., Murray,
Administrator, C.
Mark- Blankenship,
204 S. 6th. Murray,
Attorney.
Agnes F. Maier, Rt.
6, Box 151, Murray,
Deceased, Dorothy
F. Attkisson, Rt. 6,
Box 151, Murray,
Executrix, Harold
Hurt, 105 N. 6th,
Murray, Attorney:
Louise W. Outland,
514 Beale St., Murray,
Deceased,
Charlotte Roberts,
4835 Stanley Dr.,
Paducah,
Administratrix.

Ste
St
'
.
Re
8I

Roberta Brandon,
Calloway Co., KY.,
Deceased,
Max
Brandon,
1617
Magnolia, Murray,
Executor.
Ed
Overbey, 291 Main
St.,
Murray,
Attorney.

St

DA
LO

Jennie L. Baucum,
Box 56, Kirksey,
Deceased, Roger D.
Baucum,
1242-14
Maetzel Dr., Co1un4- bus,.0H 43227, Executor, J. William
Phillips, 104 N. bth.
Murray, Attorney.

It-71

Celli!
1.22

Who
Was!
2552

NOR
Flea
Ky. 1
(spec
In for
4588.

Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk
LEGAL •
NOTICE
A final settlement
of accounts has been
filed in the Calloway
District Court by
James M. Byrn. Executor, of the estate
of Jim D. Rice,
deceased. Exceptions to this settlement must be filed in
Calloway.
the
District Court oh or
before January 26,
1985, the date -of
hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk

71715
Serb
rates
point
436-5,

Chi

Sales volume reached
17,842,239 pounds Monday at a value of

Id

;

INVITATION TO BID FOR
GASOLINE & DIESEL FUEL

Prices rise by
24 cents for
burley in Ky.
warehouses

42

WITH A WOLF ON A
LE451'4. HE ARRIVES
WITN A FLEET OF
L I MO5 ANP MOTOR
CYCLES.

The department considers this project as
a Categorical Exclusion in accordance with
the Federal Register Regulation 23 CFR
771.115 (b)(9
Federal Highway Administration's concurrence in this action
was given on- October 5, •1983 for the
Rockhouse Creek project and on December
13, 1984 for the Brush Creek project. Maps,
plans and other-relevant project data are
available for piiblic inspection at the
District Office at Reidland between the
hours of 7:00 A.M. and 3'30 P.M., Monday
through Friday. Department personnel are
available at the District Office to discuss
the proposed project, reply to questions and
to provide information to all interested
persons.
John L. Puryear
Chief District -Engineer Department of Highways
P.O. Box 3010
Paducah, Kentucky 42001

"The main thing
we're tyring to do is get
them off to a good
academic start their
freshman year,"
Fowler said. Five of the
25 members of the 1981
summer workshop have
been accpted by
medical schools, he
said.

1

IA viSi TING PIZE41DENT
00E5N'T ARRIVE
AT ,i0UR PALACE
ON FOOT

Calloway County, FSP 018 001-002 005 D and
FSF 018 1346 001-002 015 D; 00BRZ 103,
Dexter-Faxon-KY 94 Road (KY 1346). The
project will consist of the replacement of a
bridge and approaches over Rockhouse
Creek and a bridge and approaches over
Brush Creek. In order .to accommodate
traffic while the new bridges are being constructed an on-site detour will be provided.

Participants work
alongside medical
students and professionals in hospitals and
doctors' offices and
receive instructions in
reading, Tvrit-ing,
biology and chemistry.

ACROSS
1 Long, slender
fish
4 Walks wearily
9 To and —
12 Mature
13 Cowboy
competition
14 Paddle
15 Card game
17 Broaden
19 Jot
21 Tilt
22 Mouths of
volcanoes
25 Charge the
account of
29 Three-toed
sloth
30 Ancient chariot
32 Part of pedestal
33 Moccasin

WHERE DO
WE KEEP
REAMS OF
PAPER?

The Department of Highways is planning to
proceed With the development of the plans
for the proposed replacement of these
bridges and approaches on KY 1346 in
Calloway County. Location/9,esign Approval has been requested from the State
Higliway Engineer for this project.

Workshops will be
held at the University of
Kentucky, University of
Louisville and Kentucky
State University for five
to seven weeks.
Those accepted
receive an expense
allowance, free instruction and room and
board, Fowler said,- adding that the deadline
for applying is March 1. -

LEXINGTON. Ky.
(AP) — Burley prices at
Kentucky warehouses
rose 24 cents Monday,
compared with Thursday's sales, with an
average price of $188.18
per hundredweight
reported by the FederalState Market News
Service.

f

1 CON'T THINK
THE GuNmEN
niiisTcoK ME FOR
PRESIDENT
60RANDA
OF IVORY LANA.

LOCATION/DESIGN APPROVAL
BRIDGE...AND APPROACHES
OVER ROCKHOUSE CREEK
AND BRIDGE AND APPROACHES
OVER BRUSH CREEK
CALLOWAY COUNTY

school seniors and
seminars for college
students who have completed their sophomore
years.
The college prepartory workshops scheduled this summer can accommodate 65 students,
and Fowler said he expects 130 to apply for
admission:'

2

Murray, Executor.

II

10 Tattered loth
11 Native metal
16 Ca ry
18 Imi ated
20 Malicious
burning
22 Sleeveless
cloaks
23 Lasso
24 Surgical thread
26 Cudgel
27 Mental images
28 Brown, as bread
31 Tropical fruits
34 Temporary bed
36 Tanned hide
39 Bird's home
41 Portico
44 Leaks through
46 Heroic events
48 On the ocean
50 Greek letter..
51 Possesews pronoun
52 Born
53 Flap
55 Parcel of lend
56 Secret agent
59 Symbbf for
,.
cerium

LEGAL
NOTICE
A final settlement
of accounts has been
filed in the Calloway
District Court by C.
Mark Blankenship,
Ancillary
Administrator, of the
estate of Guy P.
McFarland. deceased. Exceptions to
this settlement must
be filed in the
Calloway District
Court on or before
January 26. 1985, the
date of hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk

Ma

G)
#1 B
Bear
#2 Fl

LEGAL
NOTICE
A final settlement
of accounts has been
filed in the Calloway
District Court by
Palmer Outland. Exof
ecutor,
the
estate of Curtis Oran
Outland, deceased.
Exceptions to this
settlement must be
filed in the Calloway
District Court on or
before January 26,
1985, the date of
hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk

7!
5. Lc

7677

Memo!
town
Rewar
762-511:
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mecha
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Call col

LEGAL
NOTICE
A final settlement
of accounts has been
filed in the Calloway
District Court by
Gary R. Haverstock,
Executor, of the
estate of Gail S. Cordrey, deceased. Exceptions to this settlement must be filed in the Calloway
District Court on or
before January 26,
1985, the date of
hearing.
Ann P Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk
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2 .Notice,.
gMRLEY DAVIS TAR
SERVICE- Federal and
state tax returns
wepared your place_ or.
mine. No exf..! mx.ms44,
Free pickup and deity e7. Phone 438-5574.
TRY the. New Aver;
earnings opportunity
and earn 32504500
weekly. Call 753-0232
anytime For • servfce
too.
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right
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THE MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

TUESDAY, JANUARY.15. 1985

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
2.Natice

6. Help Wanted

15. Articles for Sale

JoBB available in the
Calloway County
J.T.P.A. out of school
program. Call 753-9378
weekday mornings. You
may qualify if: (1) you
are unemployed. (2)
you do not have GED or
high school diploma, (31
you are between 16 & 22
yeareold. EOE.
ARTIST'S models.
Temporary, part-time,
$5 per hour. Experience
& artistic sensitivity
preferred. Work will be
assigned according to
need for models for
spring semester 1985.
Contact Art department, Murray State
University, 762-3784.
E0E/MF.
FRESH start'. Texas
Refinery Corp. offers
opportunity for high
income plus cash
bonuses and fringe benefits in - Murray area.
Regardless of past experience or training,
write B.G. Sears, Pres.,
Box 711, Ft Worth TX
76101.
WANTED for hire:
experienced pulling
team (either mules or
horses) needed to work
on 45 acre timber tract.
Lodging on site available. Start immediately.
Pay negotiable. Call
753-0338 for details.

Homes for Sale • 32 Apts for Rent
2 tiR 14 x 1 g
American Pride mphile TWO 1 BR apts. furhome. Has central heat nished, $2% per month
C_air, stove & re- plus utilities and defr PRgerator. nice
posit. No more than 2
awnings, nice carpet, people. Call 753-4494.
Well insulated, storm
windows & undrpinnied. 13. Rooms for Rent
Located in Fox FIIINISHED
room for
Meadbws Trailer Pt
girl. 12 'block from
For more informationt. campus,
utilities paid.
call 759-1983.
Murray-Calloway Co.
Realty, 304 N. Vth St
1984 BUCCANEER.- -763-8148
.
14870. step-up kitchen,
ROOMS for college
wet bar, ceiling fan, 2
Women, near campus.
BR, 2 full baths, central
Single occupancy. Kitheat & air, dishwasher.
chen & utilities fur-refrigerator with ice
nished. $400 per sememaker, underpinned, tater.
Call 753-6783.
furnished or unfurnished. Lived in only ROOM near campus
Boy only. Call 753-5561 st
4 months.'Call 753-9644
27. Mobile

i t

49.Used Cars

50

Used Trucks

53. Ser,vices Offered

53 - Services 011ered

1973 STINGRAY Corvette 1978 FORD F-150, 6 cy..
convertible, white on- automatic. Call after
Aluminum
Carpet and
white. pa, pb, new tires, 8p.m.. 436-2834
Servic
e Co.
$7,850. Call 753-5675.
Upholstery
1978 INTERNATIONAL
Aluminum and vinyl
Desks, files, chairs,
1.974 DODGE Van, conventional 350 cumCleaning.
siding. Custom trim
customized new eagle mens engine, recent
folding tables, etc
work. References.
G.T.'s, chrome wheels
overhaul. 1975 Fruehuf
Free Estimates
Runs good, needs some 42' reefer, ribbed
Call will Ed Bailey,
753-7217
body work. $2000 firm. aluminum floor, kern753-0689
753-7300.
lite walls. 436-2837
•
INSULA
TION
blown
in
ROOFING, siding,
1975 MONTE Carlo. V-8, REDUCED, -1986
by
Sears.
TVA
ap
plumbing, concrete
good condition, 1 owner. Chevrolet 1 ton truck
1016.Jefferson
eel] 753-3969.
PS•-;•PB, new rebuilt proved. Save_ on those work,. Hat roof,:
high heating and cool- ditions Phone
759,1.219
Paducah, Ky.
1978 CUTLASS motor, 4 speed, 5th
ing bills. Call Sears
Supreme, red with white wheel hook-up, and 2 ft.
442-4302
753
2310
for free
irsterior. Call after metal grain sides Good
THOMAS ELECTRONIC
estimate
condition. Phone 753
6p.m. 435-4354.
JACKS
SATELLITE SERVICE
Plumbin
g
Rep
0789
1977 BT-10 DATSUN.
19. Firm Equipment
Good condition, $600. 1980 VW pick-up with air. Call 759-9335
REPAIR & SALE
BIG part-timecome..
topper, $2750. Call 753Call 753-6538.
Hwy. 94 at Lynnville Ky .
Major steel building
PAIN
%43.
TING
1977 BUICK Park
$1.150 and up
company is seeking a
Avenue, loaded, local 1981 JEEP CJ-7, hardpart-time dealer in your 1984 INDIES 14x64.. I
502-382-2823
Houses for Rent
car,' 70,000 miles. 1970 top, black/silver. 34,
area to sell our pre. BR. partially furnished, 2
000
miles,
BR,
Chevrole
Lared
2
bath,
t
o
Caprice,
partially
exchina
cabinets, ceiling
engineeredsteel
SEWING Machine Re
furnished house. No cellent mechanical package, excellent
INTERIOR
buildings and related fan, underpinning & pets.
pair All makes an()
$200 per month condition. 759-1659 after cdndition, $6500 Call
EXTERIOR
front
porch. Excellent
products. Refundable models
7W-9262.
ptus
6•130p.ra.
PAINTING
deposit -.required. Call condition. Call, 769.1322' ferenCesctematt. ,Re..
required. Call 1077 DATSUN 280-2.
a
Mike King at 4-800-624: after 4p.m 753-3557
.38 yrs. experience. Ail
Excellent condition. 53: Services Offered
MOVING. 12x69 trailer 753=9213
WALLPAPERING
5784 for details.
work guaranteed. Ken- APPLIANCE
in Fox Meadows, has 3 BR, low utilities, Call 436-2968.
POLE
building
s24'x40`
Strengthening
neth Barnhill, 753 2674,
stove, refrigerator, ac. 1977 FIAT, $300. Call SERVICE. Kenmore,
completely erected $3. carpet, drapes &
Stella,.Ky.
washer & dryer fur- between Ila.m. & 8p.m. Westinghouse.
Stretching
650. 12'x8' end slider washer, furnished or
SHOLAR Plumbing &
Whirlpool. 22 years
unfurnished. Reasona- nished.. Deposit re- 753-8950.
and entrance door inRelaxation
Electric:" Cal‘437 4740.
quired. Available Feb. 1977 Grand Prix, blue experience. Parts and
cluded. Other sizes bly priced. Call 753-9672.
8 Weeks-440
1st. Call 759-1251.
THWEATTS Alterpa :•evith ,T-top, automatic. service. Bobby Hopper.
available. Blitz TOWINHOUSE- 12x70, 2
*FREE ESTIMATES*
tor, Generator & Starter.'
Starts Jan. 15th
Builders, Inc. 1-800-428- BR. 1 bath, refrigera- 3 BEDROOM house in ps, pb, ac. 1 owner, Bob's Appliance SerMurray Call 753-5561.
Service (rebuilt 8. re
$1200.
vice,
202
Call
S.
753-8421.
5th
St.
tor,
stove,
4009
disposa
KY,
l,
1-800-792
435-4261
-3498
L
E
CARP
'
S
ET
paired) •ROute
-Aterio,
central air & gas 'heat, 3 BR brick, appliances 1977 NOVA,.
cylinder, Business 753-4872, 438IND.
CLEANING. For all KY, .42020 Shop
cathedral ceiling, 'un- furnished lease St de- ,automatic, ps, pb, air, 5848 (home).
your
carpet
&
upholst
20. Sports Equipment
posit Call 753-8512. (502)753 8742
nice car. Call 759-4418 APPLIANCE REPAIR:
derpinning & other exery cleaning. For a free
DAILY CAR RENTAL
Factory authorizetl for
MINI 14 governmenl tras included. Priced to NICE rustic 2'BR house after 5p m.
estimat
e call 753 5827.
LONG TERM LEASE
on N 16th St. Economi- 1980 18L'ICK Regal Tappan, Kelvinator and
9. Situation Wanted
model .223 rifle, two sell. Call 753-6421.
Aluminum end Vinyl
Satisfied references.
cal gas heat. UN a Limited, white/gold, Brown. Service on
ASK GENE
clips, 100 rounds, new 28.
gas
siding and Aluminum
Mobile Homes for Rent
LICENS
Electric
ED
day conditi
ian
month
plus
deposit
tilt,
cruise,
.
plush seats, and electric ranges,
on, reasonable
AT
trim for all houses. It
care worker would like
2 BEDROOM trailer, Phone 753-6855 after p.s.1 pb.. air. Call microwaves, dis. tor residential ,and
but firm price. 436-5806.
DWAIN TAYLOR
stops
painting.
commer
to keep infant or toddler
cial
Heating
5p.m.
753-1412
until
gas heat. in Hardin. Call
6p.m. •
hwashers, reIn my home. night or
CHEVROLET
198p.,_HONDA Civic. frigerators, etc. Earl and air condition, gas
759-1417.
22. Music-al
Jack
Glover
day. 492-8419.
753-2617
Excel-. cond.. 4-sp. Lovett, 354-6956 or 7g3' installation and repair.
OR 3 BRr -furnished,
Phone
MO'T'HER wants to be
753
7203.
753-1
873
stereo, MPG 35. Call 5341.
AC/natural gas. Shady
PIANO FOR SALE
37. Livestock-Supplies
12"x12" STYROFOAM mothers helper, will
NEED work on your
days 753-3231 ext. 304 DAVE'S Cleaning
Oaks 753-5209.
ceiling tile- 3 patterns; child sit. Call 759-1452.
Wanted: Responsible
trees? Topping, prunnights 753-8805.
FESCUE hay for sale
WET BASEMEN , . We
Windows & Carpets,
$ 22 ea. Mid -South WILL do babysitting in
party to assume small
1681 MONTE Carlo - residential &. commer- ing, shaping, complete make Wet basements
Square bales $I each
Wholesale; 342 East my home any shift.
removal
monthly payments on
and
more. Call dr-y. Work complet
Call 492 8659
burgundy, 52,000 miles. cial. Call- 9a.m.-10p.m.
30. Business Rentals
ely
Washington, Paris. 642- Have references. Call
spinet/console piano.
PB, PS, air, cruise, tilt, 436-2845. If no answer BOVER'S TREE guaranteed. Call or
2552
3.000
759-4803.
SERVI
SQ.
CE for Pro- write Morgan
ft. retail or 38. Pets-Supolies
Can be seen locally
AM-FM radio. One -ow- call 436-5836. Free
Con
office space available.
fessional tree car-e. struction
WILL do evening
Write: include phone
Co Rt. 2, Box
Estimates.
AK' registered ner. 15900. Call 247-4170.
NORTH 641 Craft & babysitting. Call 759Call
753-3862
753-0338.
after 7p.m.
number )
409A, Paducah, K
- Credit
Pomeranian puppies, 1983 CHRYSLER La FENCE safes at Sears
Flea Market, Murray. 4866 after 5p.m.
42001 or call 1 442-7026
Manager, P.O. Box
small-color cream, 6 Baron convertible, now. Call Sears 753-2310
Ky. Now open weekends WILL do -house
cleanmark cross leather for free estimate for •
We do custom
520, Beckemeyer, IL
weeks old. Call 753-5950.
WILL haul' white rock,
(spaces available). For ing. 7 years experien
Mini
ce.
" framing
sand, lime, rtp-srap and.
62219
DOG obedience & interior, ac, windows, your needs.
Information call 753- Dependable
. Reseats.
ps.
pb, am-fm GENERAL
Warehouse
masonary sand. coal,
boarding inside covered
7S3 8298
4566.
HOME •
ferences. Call 474-2292.
dirt, gravel, fill- sand.
runs. AKC German cassette, tan. Financing REPAIR. 15 years ex- " CARTER STUDIO
Storage Space
WILL do house cleaning, 24. Miscellaneous
availabl
e.
Call 753-9240.
Call Roger Haidson,
Shepherd and AKC
perience, ,Carpentry, • 300 MAIN ST SUITE B
JUDY Williams Tax and babysitting. Have
753-4545.7516M. ._
Australian Cattle Dogs, '71 PINTO. $300. '71 concrete, plumbing,
For Rent
1 Norit. 3.d Entrance
Service. Reasonable references. Call 1x10 CHANEL Rustic
•
'Pontiac, $250. Beth in looting,
436-2858. .
cedar siding, $24 per
siding. NO•JOB
rates. Call for an ap- 492-8360.
753-1492
REGISTRRED Ger- good shape. Call 753- TO SMALL. Free es
hundred. Kashway
pointment 436-2524 or
TLC
WILL do office clean- Bldg. Mat.,
man Shepherd puppies, 8518.
timates. Days 753-6973, ODD job specialist,
3 mi. N. of
436-5496
ing. 7 years experience. Benton on
ceiling fans, electrical,
8- weeks .old $50 each :79 MONTE Carlo, both nights_ 474-2276.
hwy.
We
641,,
- _
32.
Apts
tor
Reat----Uáll 759-A93,
Dependable. Repiumbing, fencing. YO-ii
engine & body in exeel- GUTTER
527-1488.
or 753-0123.
ING by Sears. name
everyt
ferences. Call 474-2292.
hing
with
it.
lent
I
conditi
do
on,
it.
good
You
TWO male Pit bull
1x12 #3 SHELVING
Sears continuous gutCouple of female dogs. Call 759-4608 be- tires, am-fm radio, rear ters installed for your buy, I install. You. TENDER, LOVIN
Ideal for cabinets, trim,
14. Want to Buy
break, I fix. Call 436defog. Asking $4100 will
ii a.m. to 2:30
tween 4p.m. & 8p.m.
tadet 'boxes, $35, per
specifications. Call
CARE
.
2868.
,best offer. Call Sears
BEDROOM home hundred. --Kashwayt graduate
PLATE LUNCH
TWO poodle cross pup753-2310 for free
753-9642
after
near
6p.m.
ROOFIN
Hardin,
G,
would
Plumbin
Carpets DRY
like Bldg. Mat. 3 mi. N. of
g,
Your choice of
pies. 6 weeks old. Free.
estimate.
stuAler
iirK110
111
DASHER, good condicity water: or, 1 acre or Benton on hwy. 641,
_Siding, Additions,
I Meat 8
call 753-5473.
HAROLD'S Tree Sercleaned. New
more of land. Call 527-1466. Delivery
share
Painting, General Car
a
3 WOULD like to find a tion. Will take best vice. Topping,
3 Vegetables
cutting, pentry.
782-2402 days. 759-1868 available.
offer. Call 759-1259.
machine, only
P.A. MolOny Co
trimming, etc. Also,
bedroom house • Siamese kitten. Call TIIREE brand new
after 4p.m.
$2.95
7 5 3 - 8628 . Free
1084 clean-up work,
after 6p.m. 753-1701.
ACRYLIC latex caulk
one
in this area.
shrubbWANT to buy used 15
Estimates.
Corvettes. Sacrifice:
near MSU and
Childs Plate
yr. warranty- reg.
ery IS-over grown areas.
759-9
754
caioch. Fred McClure
Sell one or all three at
43
Real Estate
1 Leg
$1.32. On sale 5.99 ea.
Fast, dependable serdowntown.
753-6044 or Blondie
$5.000 below list. Call
759-1
834
Mid -South Wholesale,
Vegetables
vice. Insured. For free
Professional
of Murray & Fm John Burks
McClure 753-3949.
or Jim estimates call
753-6577 or.call RANK
342 East Washington;
437-4607.
H.A. repossessed pro- 13
$1.95
a
n
Stump
ofd
Removal
y
Paris; 642-2552.
perties. Other listings, 8:00a.m.
15. Articles for Sale
Chicken and Dressing
collect 443-1071
-6:00p.m. (5)2
Wante,t1
57
Murray-Calloway Co. 765-2123.
CAR batteries 36 mos.
Servic
Oven Fried Chicken
e
PRAND new Bentley
BAILEY'S FARM
for Kathy.
Realty. 304 N. 12th St.
guarantee, 22, 24, 72, 74
Baked Nan.
WOOD.
any te. up to
35mm camera, $50. Call
Call 474-2774
-753-811i or Ron Talent
Meat Loaf
series, $27.99 exchange.
LUMBER
4' long & 12' diameter 4
753-9642
after
6p.m.
Mash Potato & Gravy
mos guarantee
arlturray--on--644, or 474-2741 _
1 BR, furnished apt. 753-98901.
1975 Cadillac De
PUNK beds, nearly 60
For all your
Pinto Beans
$37.99 exchange. Heavy
7S3-9251
Hwy. 121 • N. next to FOR. sale, by -owner.
Ville,
new, with bedspreads & duty 27
Mice & Gravy
4
door,
out
building needs
new
series, 60 mos. fairgrounds. No pets. vacant lot 8.1_ rental.
Corn
sheets. Call 753-0864.
paint,
759-1099
excellent
property across from
guarantee, $39.99 ex
Call
753-3139.
Fried Okra
tEXTER entrance change. WallinCorner of Industrial Rd
motor, 76,000 miles.
Hard- 1 DUPLEX: apt. 2 BR, Murray Fire Dept. on
Candied Toms
locks-values to $65.31- ware, Paris, Tn.
- tar. Call 753-9251,
92,200.
Call
June Peas
bath central heat, air,
on sale $30.00 ea. MidFIREWOOD.:Oak & washer/dryer • hoOkup. To buy_. or sell your
Turnip Grcens
JOINER'S Tree Ser
753-52
81 after 6
South Wholesale; 342
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
property
contact Wilson
Biscuits
hickory, $25 a rick. stove, disposa,I. $200
vice. 30 yeartiex
p.m.
East Washington;
Realty,
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
302 N. 12th St.
Delivered & pickedup. deposit, $250 TA'monthaa
perience. Also bulkiet
Paris; 642-2552.
n3;3263.
Call 474-2329.
truck for hire. Cal!
Call 753-5400
•
tIVER
50. Used Trucks
IRREGULAR thickness
753-0366. .
FOUR gold nuggef 2 BEDROOM' apt.
20 YEARS
Blandex- 4'x8' sheets46
HoMes
'far
Sale
1968 EL-Nmino. Local JOAE Noel Tax Ser
wheels to fit a 5 lug_ Newly .remodeled
SOLID WOOD CABINETS
EXPERIENCE
$3.00 ea. Mid-South
•
car, perfe'ct vice. Short forms still
RAISED PANEL DIYORS
Wholesale; 342 East Chevy. 4-14" radial Lease * deposit, „No oGATESBOE4.61 CH.
Bach
• Oak • Walnut • Cherry •
mechani
cally,
large
tires. Call 759-1491.
4
R.
$7.50,
lore;
81,000forms
two
pets,
story,
$165:
•
t1-5
2
8th
4_,ChestWashington; Paris; 842GUNCASES • MANTLES • BOOKCAS
ES •.
1 2,,b-aths, Mutray, actual miles. Catl 759- and up (in.cludes
kEROSENE heaters; nut. Call 768-8510.--Ir ._., •
KITCHEN CABINET TOPS
2552.
VANITIES
1963
after
•
fresh's
decorate
,
Federal
CUSTOM
Sfete).
3,415
d.
&
In
BUILT
FURNITURE & FURNITURE REFINISH
TAINLESS steel 7200 BTU $44.99, 9500 2 BR Olive St I BR near sq. ft.
ING
COMMITTTIVS PRICES Drop By & Sao Our
FORD
Owner 75-808- _
6p.m-1973
pick -kip homV service for •
MSC. Adults, no . pea,
Display •
cookware plus electric BTU $49.99, 12,300 BTU
for appointm
F-100. Call 437-4703
Sntmen
ent
t.
elderly orseshut-ins. Call •
•
skillet. 5-ply home de- $59.99. Wallin Hard- lease & deaksitf CE1
1212 Main Murray, Ky.
LO
Ines. Over 40 1976 FORD F-100 pick- 189'2440 between 8a.m
753-9208 after 4p.m.
753-5940.
monstration kind. ware, Paris, Tn.
1
skaada
appoint
up
•
truck.
models.' Free
•
ment 0•
•
8p.m; for
• 0•
•
•
••
•0_0 p•••&
Lifetime guaranteed. OAK & hickory firewood. 2 BR duplex, 411 N. 5th,
Gymnastics
-di orinfOrmation.
brochure. Honest Abe tion. Call 1-527-80
Unused. Originally You haul, $20 a rick. Call 1 room efficiency apt.,
#1 BarsLog
Homes,
Route One,
1603 College Farm Rd..
$1000. sacrificing $499. 437-4829.
Box 84CR, Moss, TenMurray. Call 492-8225.
Beam-Vault
Will deliver. 1-502-358- OAK & hickory
nessee
38575. ran 1''258firewood, $25 a rick 2 BR-. living room.
4780.
#2 Floor Acrobatics
a
3648
delivered. Call nights kitchen: utility, bath,
Pine Pie Safe $229,
carpet
ed.
ac, re- .47
436-2778.
MoLorcycliriWalnut 4 Drawer Chest
PANELING sale! This frigerator, stove:- even.
11P18-1
tAMAHOPP
dishwas
her
&
garbage
$195, Chestnut Kitchen
week only $3.75 and up
5. Lost and Found
mopedr loW mileage, .in
disposal furnished.
while supply lasts. Mid
Table
$150, Oak
excelleht *shape. Askirige
LOST gold soIltare Dresser With Beveled
South Wholesale; 342 a month, $250 deposit, 1
$349. Call 753-9642 after
diamond ring in downEast Washington; yr. lease. Call 753-3865 ,6p.m.
•
*
Mirror $175, Oak China
or 753-4974.
town Murray area.
Paris; 642-2552.
Cabinet $450, Pine
0
1984
Yamaha
NEW
1'BR log duplex, 3
a
Reward offered. Days
REPOSSESSED FlashBlanket Chest $150,
miles E. of town. En- wheelers. -225CC. Ex762-5113. night 438-2778.
ing Arrow Sign! Take
Round Oak Claw Foot
cellent
conditio
n.' Will
ergy efficient. No, pets.
over $29.50 monthly
Table $600, Pine Jelly
Call 753-8848 before sell cheap. Call 753-1904.
6. Help Wanted
payments. CompletaJ
Cupboard $175, Two
Marquee Sign $165. We yp.m
48. Ayto Services
MERCURY outboard
Oak Chairs. Very Old
won't be undersold! NICELY furnished 1 BR
mechanic wanted. ExC'N LINDER 9 cc
apartme
nt.
'Inquire
$25 Each
at
Delivered without obperience required. Exmoto-rs and 4 sped
100 S. 13th St
COUNTRY NOTIONS
ligation for your in
cellent pay 'ar benefits.
transmission & rear
SUBSIDIZED 1
121 Bypass 753-6774
spection. 1-800-551-3070.
Call 901-584-7880
apts. available on 2nd ends. Will fit Morris
SEASONED firewoodfloor of South Side Miner MG, Sprite, as is.
oak, hickory, mixed
Manor. Calf 753-8221 Call 753-2517 after 5p.m
F
hardwoods S30/rickDAILY GOLD & SILVER PRICES
from 9 to 12. Equal
delivered. Min. order 2
4 9 . Used Cars
Housing Opportunity.
Gold
Silver
ricks. Call John Boyer
TAKING
' applications 1950 FORD. has good
Closed
753-0338.
Closed
for Section 8. Rent tires, runs good. 4500 'or
Yesterday 302.75
SEAS-ONED oak
Yesterday
6.01
Subsidized apt. 1. 2 or 3 best offer Ca11753-7629.
firewood. Also will do
Opened
Opened
BR. Apply Hilldale 197k TOYOTA Land
tree trimming, removApts.. Hardin, Ky. Cruiser station wagon.
Today
302.00
Today
6.01
ing, and shaping
E cru a I Housing excellent, 4 wheel drive
Down
.75
No Change
shrubbery. Call Opportun
ity.
Call 753-4340 anytime.
,
Compliments of
753-5476.
'
GOLD A SILVER CUSTOM
HOWTIME Movie
Rental; located in Bob's
JEWELERS OLYMPIC PLAZA
Comic Shop, 100-A N.
753 7113
6th St.
We buy Gold. S.Iver a. Dia 111,311ri
SOLID Railroad Ties, $6
Hours: 10 8 Daily, 17 5 Sunday
and up. 753-2905 or
435-4343 or 435-4319.

YOGA

OFFICE •
FURNITURE

CRYTS USED
OFFICE
FURNITURE

54

JIM DAY
PAINTING
753-3716

rXPERIENCED

DeVanti's

Ouutrys

Lyndia
Cochran
DanceGymnastics
Studio

4.rn

753-4647

Classified Ad Form

To have your ad inserted into the paper. Fill in the
form below
and mail to:

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, Ky 42071

--Brt

Suntanna
Sun Tan Studio

•

We at Hazel Lawn and Garden Center
are striving to serve you even better in
1985. It may seem as if spring is still
far away but we think spring is just
around the corner. To start the year off
right we are offering the best prices
ever on 84 Gilson, rear tyne, tillers 5
and 8 HP. We also have in stock Gilson
Lawn Care equipment 8 to 18 HP,tractors and mowers. Buy now and get a
free dozer Nagle atiectmertt.
our
Gilson revolving credit plan.

HAZEL LAWN AND
GARDEN CENTER
311
4 Main St. Hazel, Ky.
502-442-8147

25. Business Services
MIKE HODGE'S
TAX SERVICE
Enrolled To Practice
Before The IRS. Bachelor
Degree in Accounting at
Murray Stete. 8 years of
experience preparing In
divklual. Business, Partner
ship. and Corporate
returns. Low rates and
hundreds of satisfied
clients. Now preparing

18 Words - 1 day $3.25
3 days $4.25
6 days $6.75

By Appointment
2 Miles East Of Kirksey
On Hwy. 464
Jannie Alexander 489-2694
•

27 Words - 1 day $4.88
3 days $5.88
6 days $6.88

Make Check or Money Order payable to the Ledger & Times.
Name
Address
City
State
Zip
Phone•
sr. ale

7591425
appointment

for'

an

27 Mobile Homes for Sale
1983 BUCCANEER
• 14x70. 3 BR. 11 2 bath.
.21 acres, near the lake.
Call 436-2972 during the
day.

•

Egi.e.Orpnico-r
Eel- acts.
IN*4-r.Ap..it - V.v.e...S.staaec -

I --5S4-84461

--Day

it_

t'..ItTL.

Classified Ads may be Telephoned in during Normal Worki
ng
Hours 8 AM - 5 PM Monday Thru Friday, 8 AM - 12
Noon
Saturday. 753-1916 - 753-1917.

•

•

•••••••••••••••....•••••

.•••••:,••

•%

_

•

..•••

••••
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Kentucky News in Brief
fa.

.41

•

•

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP ) - The Institute of
Agricultural Medicine and Environmental
Health has uncovered a flu-like -respiratory ailment among farmers,.being dubbed Farmers
Lung.
A recent report by the .institute says as many
as 150,000 Americans have been affected by the
ailment. While the institute's study focused on
the danger from the disease in livestock confinement operations. in Kentucky,.farmers are more
likeli( to pick it up from- moldy hay. according to
Mike Feldhause of the Kentucky Farm Bureau.
Lorann Stallones, WiE41 the University of Kentucky College of Medicine, says for some, the ailment can be serioiff • • It can cause chronic problems." she said.
"It's an allergic reaction to certain types of
molds,and people Who are Susceptible can have
serious breathing problems."
Symptoms of. Farmers Lung include fever,
tightening of the chset and a hacking cough.
Farmers working in confinement livestock
facilities, silos or with hay, are advised to ventilate the sr-Ric-tures they're -working- -in or use
.said. .
•
. respi,ratorFeldhauS'
• ___

seeking state funds to maintain the building,
few months.
of interstate transportation of stolen property
estimated at $104;600 during its first year of
Drs. E.G. Evans and William Schnitzker said
from a financial company, the FBI in Louisville
operatioh.
nothing much can be done to prepare'for the
says.
Most of Monday's meeting 'was spent going
shortage besides rationing the vaccine to infants
James Yelvington, special agent in charge,
over the details of how to draw up the five-year
and younger children to stretch the supply.
said Cornelia. Anne Glover was indicted by a
strategic plan for Kentocky's public universities.
The vaccine protesta them against diphtheria-,
federal grand jury Monday for allegedly stealing
A draft of the plan is due by July with approval
tetanus and whooping cough.
$4,600 in checks from Colwell Finance Corp. and
by the full council scheduled for early fall.
'The American Academy of Pediatrics recomdepositing them in her account.
---mends that when the shortage comes, priority be
FAIRFAX, Va.(AP)- A U.S. Army brigadier
given to six to 12-month-old infants.'.' Schnitzker
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) - The Kentucky
general who represented the Army in public
said.
Department
of Insurance-is working on regulahearings concerning disposal of nerve gas
He said two of the three pharmaceutical com- 'lions that wouldspermit bank customers
to shop
rockets at the Blue Grass Army Depot in
panies which produced the vaccine stopped mak:
for
insurancein
bank
lobbies
the
state.
in
Madison County, Ky., was found dead at his
• ing it because all ,three have been involve in
Banks -currently are prohibited from actually
'Fairfax. Va., residence.' according • to AirriY "multimillion-dollar lawsuits 'stemming from
selling lines of insurance except those related to
spokesman Maj. Robert Mirelson.
alleged harmful side effects of the vaccine*.
credit activities.
Brig. Gen. Bobby CI Robinson, deputy exThe only manufacturer now is Lederle
Insurance Commissioner Gil Mccarty is drawecutive director for chemical and nuclear matLaboratories..
ing up guidelines following a 1983 ruling -by the
ters with the U.S. Army Materiel Command, was
---U.S. Comptroller of the Currency.
found-by his wife Monday and apparently died of
FRANKFORT. Ky. (AP) - Two developers
_ "We will essentially follow the comptroller rula self-inflicted gunshot wound,-police and'Army
want to turn a former &liege in Marion County
perhaps tightening up just a little," McCarty
ing.
officialg'said.
into a minimum-security facility, but they may
said. "We're doing it but that doesn't mean we
A coroner's report has not yet been released,
be blocked by state law, their attorney said,.
like it.''
Mirelson said,
Attorney Jack Smith said that Cliff Todd of
The Insurance Department is required to told
• Robin‘oh,Who worked as an Army expert for
Simpsonville and Milton Thompson of Frankfort
hearing on its proposed regulations once
public
a
command based in Alexandria. Va.,
submitted their bid for the 200-bed facility to the
they are published by the Legislative Research
- ----LEXINGTON.Ky. CAP - GOV. Martha Layne
represented the Army in public meetings held on
Finance and Administration Cabinet.
Commission.
Collins has appointed a new nine-member Kendisposal of the rockets at the depot near RichTodd and Thompson plan to convert the cam-tucky Horse Park Commission that Will manage
mond, Ky.
pus of St. Mary.
*s.. College in Marion County into a
LOUISVILLE,
Ky.
- A sluggish coal
.
(AP)
the sprawling park in Fayette County.
The Army has iiroposed building an incorrectional facility of some type and sell or
.market is bogging down talks between Diamond
-The'Commission brings together members of
cinerator at the Richmond depot to dispose of oblease the property to the state. Smith said.
Shamrock Coal Co. and the Breathitt County
the former Horse Park Management Board and
solete nerve gas rockets, a plan opposed by some
He said, however, there may be problems if
truckers who haul coal.for its Falcon subsidiary.
the Horse Council..Mrs. Collins said in an ancounty residents.
the cabinet is allowed to follow a new state law
The haulers, members of the Breathitt County
nouncement Monday at the park.
The command is responsible for managing Arrequiring that the site of a community facility be . Trucking Association, stopped operating Jan. 5
The panel will work with the Governor's Horse
my depots and overseeing the logistics of moving
approved by the local legislative body.
after its contract with Diamond Shamrock had
Park Advisory CoMmittee, a group that will be
weapons and 'supplies7 InCludInguclear
itsays the -state Correttlons Cabinet'
expired..
chaired by Leington Mayor Scotty BaeSler. '
weapons such as the Pershing 2 missiles currentmay es
lish community residential correcLast year, the independent operators hauled
"For the first time since the Kentucky Horse
ly being deployed in Europe.
tional centers at lecations approved by the
about 4.5 million tons of Diamond Shamrock coal
Park was created, a.formal tie will link the park.
Robinson joined the Army in 1957. Mirelson
legislative body of the area where the center
from its seven mines in the countyto two tipples.
state government and the city. of Lexington,"
said. He was 52. would be located.
Unable to move its coal, Diamond Shamrock
Mrs. Collins said: •
- -Marion Fiscal Court voted unanimously in
laid off.nearly 570 employees in the county,
has
Appointed chairman of the new panel. was CorAugust against turning St, Mary's into a prison.
said ,Robert Garbesi, president of the Lexingtonnelia Bonnie of Stonelea-Farm in Prospect. •
FRANKF RT
.•
_
.-.--.L---SalbSurkwy.
Others-- Appomted --to-the--boardt'hildren ca ded in Kentucky doubled last year.
I.AT's1KFORT. Ky. ( AP) - The attorney
FTShamroCk Corp. of Dallas. •
icholion. executive director of the • with many-burns resulting from spilled coffee.
general's office has filed a -lawsuit against a
we've ever.
"The
tighest
is
market
the
coal.
Thoroughbred Breeders of Kentucky; Don
tea or instant products to which boiling water is
California firm alleging that the company is
seen." Garbesi said.
Webb. a Lexington developer. _Ed_ Houlihan_
added,a state agency reported.
•
violating Kentucky's.Consumer Protection Act
Victor Jones, president of the trucking associapresident of '.the Lexington Chamber of ComThe Division of Consumer Health Protection
by using deceptive and misleading sales
tion, said the company has requested a 14.8 permerce: Dell Hancock of Claiborne Farm in Boursaid there were more than 400 scaldings through
practices.
cent reduction in coal shipping rates. The
bon County:. Frederick L. VanLennep of
September 1984 compared with 283 for all of 1983.
The laWsuit filed in Franklin Circuit Court
association has offered to take a 5 percent reducCastleton Farm in Lexington.; and Wallace
In the Louisville. area, 66 youngsters were
names Park Distributing Inc. as the offending
tion, he said
Wilkinson. a Lexington developer.
sbalded; 51 of them were 3 or-younger. The .12
company, but also notes. that it has operated
Tourism Secretary Wendell Combs and Comscaldings that occurred in bathtubs were ruled
under at least four other names while doing
merce Secretary Carroll Knicely are _ex_ officio
accidents, nat cases of child abuse, said Diane
business in'Kentucky:
members of the panel. ..
Denton, burn-prevention educator for Kosair
A restraining order has already been obtained
Keep That .Great
---Children's Hospital in Louisville.
GM QUAUTY
restricting the company from using the allegedly
GM Feeling Kith
FRANKFORT. Ky. AP - The executive
"That's what makes it so hideous. There are
SERVICE
PARTS
illegal practices to sell office supplies to
Genuine GM lrarts
committee of the Council on Higher Education
preventable burns," she said.
0.011•1 w0/0111 COMPOIPATION
businesses or individuals.
has deferred a request by • the University of
She.recommended that electric cords be kept
The lawsuit seeks a permanent injunction
Louisville to build a new computer-engineering
out of children's reach because toddles can pull_
. against the. company. .refunds to businesses
building •
on -them,-bringing- an-appliance andits-co tents
1,vtrictrwere victims or the allegedly deceptive
The-executive committee deferred the request
on top of themselves.
acts and civil penalties.
to another committee of the councii-after_ques_ •
tfons were raised about the need for Such a faciliASHLAND. KylmtAP1 - Two Ashland pediatri• LOUISVILLE:
- Ky. (AP)
A 25-year-old
ty. The building is to be paid for with private
cians say a national shortage of DPT vaccine is
Louisville woman has been indicted on a charge
funds ralsed_by the school, but the university is
expected to be felt in the Tri-State area within a
•• • •

9•111,11::1111

101.1,•
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•
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OBITUARIES
Mrs. Layvel L. Darnell dies Mrs. Nutter's
killed in action with the
Mrs. Layvel Lamb
dies today
today
-Eiarnell,-706-1
Farm— Armed Forces in. rites
Coldwater com- Belgium on Aug. 5, 1944.
at his home ington,
Mrs. Darnell is sur- at church
munity, died today at
Mr. Parrish

Rupert Parrish, 66,
Rt. 2. Hazel, died today
at 12:40 a.m.- at his
home. His death followed an extended illness.
A_retired farmer, he
was a member of the
Blood River Baptist
Church and an Army
veteran of World War II.
43curn July 5,- 1918,
Calloway County. .he
was the son of the late
William Joseph Parrish
and Beulah Donelson
Parrish.
. He is survived by his
Wife, Mrs. Myrtle Hill
Parrish, to whom he
was married on Nov. 29,
1949; pile daughter,
Mrs. Joe (Faye,
Feezor. Rt. 2, Hazel;
one son, Max Allen Parrish. Rt. 4. Murray; one
stepdaughter, Mrs,Donna Bonner, Paducah
two stepsons, Armon
Lee, Rt. 2. Hazel, and
Thomas Lee. Tampa,
Fla.
,
Also surviving .are
three sisters. Mrs. Toy
Arnet) Lamb and Mrs.
J_ames Richard
ImageneJ Kinibro,
New Concord. and Mrs.
Thomas ( Euple ) Lamb,
Rt. 1, klmo; tivo
bothers, Charlie Parrish, Rt. 5, Murray, and
Loman _Parrish, Rt. 6,
Murray.
Twenty-one grandchildren and 14 greatgrandchildren also
sureive.
The funeral will be
Thursday .at 1 p.m. in
the chapel of the
Blaiock-Cbleman
Funeral Home.
_Burial will-follow in
the Temple.• Hill
Cemetery.
Friends may call at
-Abe-funeral-home -after
10 a.m. Wednesday.

.The Mount Lemington
volcano on New Guinea
erupted in 1951 and kill- ed an estflnitedlo;ootr
persons.

vived by her husband,
2:55,.a.m. at her home.
Final . rites for Mrs.
She was a member of Hess Darnell, to whom Susan Sparks
Nutter
the Coldwater Church of she was married on May were today at 11
a.m. at
28. 1932; three sons,
Christ.
the First United
Harold Darnell and
Born Jan. 27, 1914, in
Methodist Church.
Calloway County, she Howard Darnell, Rt. 7,
The Rev. Edward Mcwas-the daughter of the 'Mayfield,-and Charles Curley and
Dr. Walter
RobAarnell, Rt. 1, Far- E. Mischke,
late Melvin Lamb and
Jr., ofMattie Rogers Lamb. mington; eight grand- ficiated. Mrs. Bea FarShe was also preceded children; five great- rell was organist.
In death by one brother, grandchildren.
Pallbearers were
Also surviving are one
James Robert Lamb,
Robert R. Allen,
sister, Mrs. Roy
Charles S. Robertson,
(Fayvel) Maddox,
Jr., H Kenneth Fuller,
Navarre. Ohio; one
Roy Con*, Mike Duffy
brother, Perry Lamb, and
Nick Terhune.
Rt. 1: Farraington; one
. Vickie Archer, Jane
half sister, Mrs:Martha
E. Walt, Marlene Duffy,
Smith, Kirksey ; one
Etta Cantrell, Carolyn
half brother, Dwin
Turner and Theresa
Lamb, Hickory.
Rice served as an
The Max Churchill
honorary group.
Funeral Home will be in
Burial was in the MurEugene (Gene) charge of the funeral ray City. Cemetery.
Paschall, 87, Rt. 1, Mur- and burial
Mrs. Nutter, 37,
ray. Coldwater and arrangements.
Salyersville, died
Lynn Grove CommuniThursday in an
ty. died Monday at 10142
automobile aecident
a.m. at the Community
there.
Hospital. Mayfield.
She is survived by her
He was a member of
husband, John
the Coldwater Baptist
Thomasson'Nutter, Jr.;
Church. His wife, Mrs.
her parents, Dr. and
Bessie Manning
Mrs. Harry M. Sparks,
Paschall. died June 22,
Services for Dale Murray; two -brothers,
1978.
Baker are today at 2:30 Phillip -Sparks,
Born Sept 25. 1897. in p.m. in the chapel of the Nashville, Tenn., and
Calloway County, he J.H. Churchill Funeral Harry M. Sparks, Jr..
was the son of the late Home.
Chicago, Ill.; her
Erasmus Paschall and
The Rev, Charles parents-in-law. Mr. and
Sara' Young Paschall.
Blair and the Rev. W.C. Mrs. John T. Nutter.
Survivors' are two Ward are officiating. Sr., Louisville.
daughters.. Mrs. Claude Mrs. Patsy Neale is
(Jessie) Hill, Mayfield, organist.
and Miss Dorothy
Pallbearers-are RayPaschall. Rt. 1. Mur- mond Crawford, Hafray; one son. J.Q. ford Adams, Franklin_ Arderal State Market Netts Meralre
13. 11915
Paschall. Rt. 1, Farm- Carroll, Bobby Starks, ‘.nuar
kenturkt 11urrhake area Rug 41-arket
i rig ton ; 14 grand- 'Ted Cunningham and Report Inclutien11 RuyInt 1414411041.1
Ikerelpta, krt. NM Eat. 700 Karroo,
children; 12 great- Bob Farmer. °
a 1.1114 stead, Sows Mead:. 1.00
grandchildren.
Burial will follow in Nigher
149.011 49.744
The funeral .will be the Highland Park. I .4 1 2 2111 2.541 lbs.
um* 49.75 .
Wednesday at 2 p.m. in 'Cemetery at Mayfield.
I 11 2 2041-210.1•14.
444400 49.00
14/1.341 49 to
the Chapel of the Max . Mr. Baker, 64, Rt. 1, 1 14 2 210 250 lb..
147.541441.341
I 14 2 3 250 270 lb.,
Churchill Funeral Sedalia, died-Sunday at (ow.
Home. The Rev. James A p.m. at Lourdes I 14 1 2 270 350 lb.
11311.341 31400
I !I 1 3 MO 4701 lb••
537.50,39.511
AQ.retattd._`•irill
Hospital..,Paducah.
43e see iba
$7111.111141.011
Pallbearers will be
He Is survived by his 1 .4 1 3 300-1150 hal
9411.111) 43341
'4
2
3
Wie
MO
130.110 37.la
lb..
Steve Higgins, Hoy Hig- wife. Mrs. Virginia
Rears 1132.110-M.00
gins, Mike Lee, John Baker; one daugbter,
Baker,Gene Taylor and
NanC,L
x
James Soloman,
Alderdice, and three
Burial will follow in grandsons, John. TimKAK STUMP REMOVAL
the Coldwater Church of my and Tommy Alder.
IN, ton f
.
Christ Cemetery.
dice, Rt. 1, Sedalia; one
gr, 24
rap round
.--Friends may call at sister, Mrs. Leroy
431,1343 c•• 435 4319
the funeral home after 4 (Grace) Barger,
Ole Now Raul 11.1 Gr4494.1
•
p.m. today 4
Metropolis,

Corn.Austin Will Be Closed
Wed., Jan. 16th To Prepare
For Their Famous Final
Markdown Sale That Begins
Thurs., 17th at 9:00 —
The Prices Will Be
Unbelievable!

1984 Olds Cutlass
Blue, tilt, cruise, p.w., p.s., air, auto., radio.

$9,977.00

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
753.2617

Mr. Paschall
dies; funeral
Wednesday

Dale Baker s
funeral rites
here today

Hog market

y).

--- --..-.•••• •

The Ledger & Times will
publish its third annual Profile
section on February 28th.
Profile is designed to allow
each Murray business to be
represented through ads (at a
special -tow rate) and news
stories.
Profile will be distributed to
every Murray household and will
be available for visitors at the
Chamber of Commerce.
Don't be left out.
Call today to be included in the
extra special edition.

641 S. Murray

